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See MCDUFFEE TRIAL, p. 9

College Since 1873

LEWISTON, MAINE

At The
Debacle

by JASON HIRSCHHORN and
CHRISTINA DOVE
EDITORIAL STAFF
Yesterday, eleven months to the day that
Morgan McDuffee, Bates class of 2002, was
stabbed and killed on Main Street in Lewiston,
the trial of his alleged murderer began. Jury
selection in the murder trial of Brandon
Thongsavanh, 19, a Lewiston native, began on
Monday, February 3rd at Auburn Superior
Court. In an email to the student body, Dean of
Students Celeste Branham said that the trial
was anticipated to last at least four days.
During the early morning hours of Sunday,
March 3, 2002, McDuffee, his fiancee, his
brother and a group of friends were returning
to his apartment from an off-campus party
when they ran into a group of youths from
Lewiston involved in an altercation with
McDuffee’s friends. McDuffee reportedly
tried to stop the fight and then continued to
walk, but when the fight became more violent
McDuffee became involved.
Allegedly,
Thongavanh entered the fray from a passing
car, pulled a knife and stabbed McDuffee in the
back and the stomach. McDuffee died a few
hours later at nearby Central Maine Medical
Center.
The police acted quickly and collected
enough evidence to arrest Thongsavanh within
twenty-four hours of the murder. While the
murder weapon has still not been recovered,
the Lewiston Sun Journal reports that witness¬
es saw Thongsavanh with a knife earlier that
night at a gathering in Auburn. The girl who
lives in the house where Thongsavanh report¬
edly spent the earlier part of his evening said
that a knife with a 10-12 inch blade from a set
of chopping knives was missing. The Sun
Journal also has reported that Lewiston Police
confiscated two t-shirts, two pairs of pants and
a black hooded sweatshirt while searching the
apartment. With blood stains that were found
in the car that Thongsavanh rode in on the
night of the murder, eye witness reports and
conflicting alibis, Police believed that they had
enough evidence to arrest Thongsavanh as
their primary suspect. Thongsavanh was
arraigned last March and a grand jury deter¬
mined that there was enough evidence for the
state to proceed with its case in early April of
last year. Thongsavanh has remained at the
Androscoggin County Jail since his arrest in
March of 2002. Thongsavanh has entered a
plea of “not guilty”. According to a Boston
Globe report, he dropped out of high school as
a sophomore, but has since completed his
GED. He has two children, one bom while he
was in jail.
Specific details of the case have remained
very guarded, but in June the Lewiston Sun
Journal filed for documents relating to the case
to be released by the court. Information about
why the police initially requested a search warrant for Thongsavanh’s apartment remains
unknown to the public. A Sun Journal article
reported that Thongsavanh’s attorney at the
time, Thomas Goodwin, wanted to keep docu¬
ments from the public because he felt that neg¬
ative publicity surrounding the case could
influence his client’s ability to receive a fair
trial. “Concerns about avoiding adverse public¬
ity alone do not outweigh the public’s First
Amendment right to access these proceed¬
ings,” wrote the newspaper’s attorney, Bryan
Dench of Auburn. The Sun Journal claimed
that the court’s sealing of documents from the
public violated the state’s right to know law. In
early June, Thongsavanh requested a new
court-appointed lawyer and William Maselli

The Newspaper of Bates

by CHRISTINA DOVE
NEWS EDITOR
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Last week’s RA meeting saw the final
attempt of the editors of Bates’ yearbook, the
Mirror, to secure funds that would allow them
to pay themselves through their RA allocated
budget. In October of 2000, the Budget
Committee of the RA passed a rule disallowing
club officers to use part of their funds to pay
themselves. The rule states that the RA will
not allow “paying club members (adult and
student) as employees.” Due to several
instances of miscommunication and misunder¬
standing, the present editors of the Mirror were
under the impression that they would be paid
for their work on this year’s edition of the
Mirror. After unsuccessfully filing two exemp¬
tions from the rule and proposing a bill to the
RA as well as a 200 signature petition, it is
clear that these funds will not be coming from
the RA’s allocated money.

The Budget Committee decided to change
their rules because they felt that there were bet¬
ter ways that money could be spent within the
clubs it funded. While the Mirror staff had
been paid for a number of years using RA allo¬
cated money before the rule change, the staff
of the Mirror feels that their situation is much
more unique and falls under different circum¬
stances than many of the other clubs that are in
the RA. Former Treasurer and three-year
member of the Budget Committee, Nate
Williford ‘04 agrees that an editor position on
the Mirror, can be “considered a job.”
The problems began when the current year¬
book editors, Ian Stevenson ‘03, Tori Peterson
‘04, and Cate Murray ‘03, were told that they
would be paid for their services as staff of the
Mirror for this year at the same rate as previous
editors, only to find out at the beginning of this
year that that was not to be so. They were told
when approached for the job as editors that at
that moment there was a “hang-up” but every-

New Leaders Elected; RA Aims
To Make Attempts To Improve
Relationship With Students

thing would be sorted out and they could
expect to earn $750 for the year. The current
budget for the Mirror is approximately
$42,000 and paying the three editors would
only deduct $2250 from the yearbook’s allo¬
cated funds.
After applying for an exemption last year
and in November of this year, both of which
were denied by two different Budget commit¬
tee’s, last week the Mirror proposed a bill that
would amend the Budget committees rule so
that they would be able to pay their editors.
The bill also failed. Stevenson says that the
rule change would just allow the yearbook edi¬
tors to be paid, but the RA was afraid that more
people would file for exemptions to be paid
next year. Williford says that if the Budget
Committee allows one club to be paid it will
set a precedent for other clubs who could argue
that they deserve to be paid as well. Williford
explains that the Budget Committee is run on a
system of precedent, and without it, it would
be difficult for new committee members or
new club treasurers to decide on budgets.
Stevenson says that while the Mirror editors
realized it was possible to move out of the RA
and obtain funds from elsewhere, the Mirror
wanted to remain in the RA so they could
maintain a “more student-run” type of publica¬
tion. While they did explore options earlier in
the year with Vice President for Budgeting and
Accounting of the college’s financial offices,
Terry Beckman, she suggested that they try
and stay under the RA for these reasons. As a
student-run publication, the Mirror does not
have to answer to Deans or Trustees over the
material they print, and therefore have much
more freedom to create the yearbook as they
see fit.
The Mirror is arguably, far different from
many other of the clubs that fall under the
umbrella of the RA. The editors provide a
product for the Campus and give up many
hours of their time to do so. However,
Williford reports that “other committees spend
the same amount of time,” so the issue is real¬
ly not a matter of time devoted. As for the
Mirror’s argument that they are not like other

See MIRROR, p. 9

This Week Inside The Bates Student
Becky Greenberg/The Bates Student

Christopher Laconi (left) and Larry Handerhaan, newly elected President
and Vice President of the RA, will begin attempts to steer the governing
assembly into a new era.

j

by TIM AYERS
ASSOCIATE EDITOR
At this week’s RA meeting, there were
two new issues for members to address.
The first was the approval of three
appointments to the Executive Board made
by the new RA President, Chris Laconi ‘05
and new Vice-President, Larry Handerhan
‘05. The RA approved the officer slate,
making sophomore Carrie Garber the
Treasurer, Sophomore Christopher Van der
Lugt the Secretary, and Junior Nathan
Williford the Parliamentarian.
The other matter of business was a reso¬
lution
titled
Improvement
of
Communication
Between
the
Representative Assembly and the Student
Body.
The bill was presented by Ted
Burnham ‘05, and it calls for the conven¬
ing of the Public Relations Committee,

which has been created, but has never met.
The goal of the committee is to improve
the RA’s connection with the Bates cam¬
pus. The resolution, which was passed,
calls for better communication between
representatives and their constituents, a
more regulated use of the RA talk forum,
and an attempt to encourage members of
the RA to attend each meeting. The RA
will also create a website to facilitate
communication between the RA and the
student body.
There were several reports given,
including one by library committee mem¬
ber, Jeff Kazin ‘04, who discussed the
library’s acknowledgement that they will
run out of space for new books by 2005.

See RA, p. 9

The RA Responds
See letters to the editor.
Forum, 3.
The State Of Music Address
The death of artistic integrity in con¬
temporary music.
Arts, 9.
Guerilla Girls!
The Women’s Resource Center holds
their first annual conference.
News, 7.
The Pizza Project
The Student editors tested two popular
pizza joints and documented them
from every angle. Papa John’s vs.
Domino’s, 13.
Women’s Hoops
Dominate over Amherst and Trinity
Sports, 16.
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Forum
Riding Safe
As winter continues to cascade over us with increasingly cold weather
and slick roadways, the time has come to address an issue of some impor¬
tance. Why exactly are Bates Security Safe Ride drivers forbidden to
drive students to and from bars in Lewiston? Clearly, it is in the best
interest of both the Lewiston and Bates communities for the drivers to act
as a ferry system for the student body, and certainly not only because it is
ostensibly “easier” for the individual student. It is not the intent of this
editorial to portray Bates students as deserving of some privilege in this
matter. Instead, one must realize that allowing saferide drivers to bring
students to and from bars has several practical safety benefits for both
Bates students, and for residents as well.
Let’s look at the word “saferide.” It’s not like we’re analyzing Faulkner
here; it’s pretty obvious that the purpose of the saferide system is to trans¬
port students to and from various locations, for the purpose of ensuring
their safety. This is not to say that Bates students are unsafe on the streets
of Lewiston. But in actuality, there are far more practical reasons for
Security to consider reinstating the saferide policy to bars.
It is important to note that the saferide system has a precedent of bring¬
ing students to local watering holes, and was cut off this year in favor of
a program that only takes students to student housing. Therefore, it is
possible to compare the overall safety and well-being of students and res¬
idents under both programs. Through such comparisons, one finds the
previous system to be preferable.
First, removing the saferides to the bars indirectly increases the number
of drunk driving offenses by Bates students. This is highly dangerous for
the individual in the care equally so for the passerby who may be hurt or
killed by such a perilous situation. Much like society outside our “Bates
Bubble,” there are certainly those people who simply do not know their
limits, and will invariably drive drunk. It is important to note, however,
that this is not to say the individual is not at fault when they drive drunk,
because he or she certainly is. Bates students must be expected to take
responsibility for their behavior, drunk or not. We are not simply entitled
to act in a dangerous manner because we pay large sums of money to
attend a prestigious school. However, it should be the ideology of Bates’
Security system to protect the student, and sometimes that requires them
to protect us from ourselves. Allowing drivers to ferry students to and
from bars will lower the amount of students who engage in drunk driving.
Reinstating the old policy is a simple and effective solution.
One also hears much protest over loud drunken behavior by students
within our Lewiston community. Again, this is definitely the fault of the
Bates students who act in such a fashion. Clearly, they need to learn to
act in a responsible fashion; personal accountability must be taken by the
student body to end this behavior. However, one must grant that the
Lewiston community would greatly benefit from the lowered noise level
that would invariably come with saferides. In all honesty, saferides may
be the quickest and most effective way to combat this problem, and will
allow for a much needed peace and quiet to hard-working people in the
Lewiston community.
Finally, one can clearly observe that we’re in the full throes of a cold,
and very snowy winter. In this sense, the roads leading to establishments
such as The Blue Goose and Pub 33 are quite slick indeed for drivers.
Adding to this dangerous situation is the fact that Lewiston is not exactly
proactive about clearing its sidewalks. Often, one must walk on the side
of the road, which is not a safe prospect at 1 am with slushy or icy road¬
ways. No person, Bates student, resident or community member should
be forced to walk on unsafe roadways. Nor should drivers be forced to
navigate around people walking on the side of the road, especially when
the roads are slick. It is safer for all parties involved to remove people
from these roadways. Therefore, one must grant that a reinstatement of
saferides to bars is certainly desirable, as it removes students from an
unsafe situation.
Ending the saferides to bars has certainly had a detrimental effect on
student safety. It puts the student and the Lewiston community at risk,
and it promotes a negative relationship between students and Lewiston
residents. It is important to understand that we as Bates students are not
entitled to a free taxi service simply because we spend money to attend
this college. However, we are entitled to personal safety, and so are
Lewiston residents. Reinstating safe rides will increase safety for both
parties. We at the Student call on Bates Security to reinstate saferides to
bars.
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In Darkness We Learn To Lead
by DAVID E. WELIVER
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
It’s a solemn day to be a Bobcat.
Exactly eleven months ago yesterday
we lost one of our classmates to an
act of senseless violence. Today, the
man accused of murdering Morgan
McDuffee goes on trial. The crime
that Brandon Thongsavanh is accused
of is indicative not only of the ten¬
sion simmering beneath the veneer of
Bates’ “stable” relationship with the
Lewiston community, but also of an
epidemic of violence terrorizing our
nation. As we are reminded today of
the grief Morgan’s loss still causes
us, we must also make efforts so the
ritual of healing may continue.
As jury selection for the trial began
Monday, most of us went about our
daily lives much as Morgan did near¬
ly a year ago. Today, however, we
are perhaps more aware of a thick¬
ness in the air that was absent when
Morgan still walked this campus.
While the threat of violence has
always existed, it is the fear of that
threat we now feel - heavy on our
backs and uncomfortable in our
throats. Today, the doors to our
dorms are locked during the day.
Today, there are security guards
patrolling Pettengill Hall after dark.
Today, we are afraid.
Though we traverse in darkness, we
must not forget our obligation to lead
others into the light.
We must work in the coming
months and years to ensure that

Morgan’s murder and the ensuing
media coverage does not hinder the
vast progress we have already made
toward a unified community. Bates
Students have taken great strides both
to volunteer in the community and
support the local economy, and we
must continue to do so. We must also
realize, however, that the ties we cre¬
ate during the day are easily undone
at night. Boisterous student behavior
on the city streets surrounding Bates
must cease.
In addition, we must take steps
toward challenging the culture of vio¬
lence pervasive not only on the
streets of downtown Lewiston and
other cities, but also under the amber
glow of our own campus lights. We
cannot expect others in our society to
put down their fists unless we are
willing to do the same. In the past
several years we have witnessed inci¬
dences of verbal and physical threats,
fist-fights and even sexual assaults
within our own small community.
This, I am positive, should not be the
work of the model young citizens we
claim to be.
As we witness the trial of one man
whose poor decisions took from us a
peer and a friend, we must be quick
not to limit the judgment to the sys¬
tem in which we trust, and we must
not scrutinize the world from which
he came before scrutinizing our own.
Only through a commitment to humil¬
ity, compassion and respect can we
begin to heal the scars violence has
inflicted upon all of us.
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Fallon Editorial Has Poor
Rhetoric, Arguments
To the Editor:
Last week, Rob Fallon asked the Bates
community “Has the RA lost touch?” My
intention is to respond to Mr. Fallon’s arti¬
cle from the perspective of an outsider-one
who is not directly involved in the RA. He
has omitted some very important considera¬
tions regarding the RA, and he has, for the
sake of rhetorical drama, made some com¬
ments that seem altogether absurd. I hope
to refrain from too much rhetorical sauci¬
ness of my own, but if the occasion should
arise, my comments are only intended to
rationally contribute to the discussion pre¬
sented in the Student’s forum section. My
intentions are not to attack Mr. Fallon him¬
self, but to question his argument and his
rhetoric.
Firstly, I criticize the implication that the
RA is a democratic system. Mr. Fallon has
asserted accurately that a classical sense of
democracy is “a view that assumes an equal
voice for each member of our community.”
He then says, in regards to the RA: “Athens
it is not.” In response, I would like to point
out that at no point has the RA-or the US
government for that matter-ever claimed to
be a democracy in the classical sense. Both
governments are systems of representation.
When has the Maine state senator ever rep¬
resented the opinion of every single Maine
citizen? Democracy, in the classical sense,
doesn’t happen because it is inefficient.
That is why the RA has representatives that
are elected to represent the students who
have elected them. You vote for your rep¬
resentative because you believe that his or
her votes will accurately represent what you
Would vote were you to be given the oppor¬
tunity. Systems of representation aren’t
ideal systems, but for the sake of efficiency
it is how things are done.

I would like to point out
that at no point has the
RA-or the US government
for that matter-ever
claimed to be a democra¬
cy in the classical sense.
Both governments are
systems of representa¬
tion.... I encourage Mr.
Fallon to check the accu¬
racy of his assertions in
order to maintain the
rational integrity of his
arguments
Second of all, I would like to consider the
comment that Mr. Fallon has made in regard
to the RA elitists. “Truly,” he writes, “how
are the actions of these members anything
but elitism at its ugliest?” This is absurd.
At no point did the RA assert that the
“views of the people did not matter,” as
suggested. There were simply relevant
facts that had to be considered that were not
indicated on the petition regarding the pay¬
ment of The Mirror employees. I myself am
the layout editor for the The Garnet, and put
a significant amount of time into producing
that publication. If editors of The Mirror
are receiving compensation for their servic¬
es, then why shouldn’t I? As noted in Mr.
Fallon’s article, Mr. Williford has indicated
that payment of The Mirror employees
would set a “negative precedent.” Where
does payment of club officers stop? What

needs to be stated, at this point, is that
Budget Committee is responsible for allo¬
cating a limited amount of money to a lot of
clubs. If we start paying club officers, then
money comes out of the budgets of the
other clubs. This, in turn, would impede
on-campus student activities from happen¬
ing in an effort to arbitrarily compensate a
few students for their time. The money pro¬
vided to the Budget Committee for alloca¬
tion is intended to allow all of the student
clubs to contribute to the activity of the
community.
One more point that needs to be cleared
up, is that, while discussing the alleged elit¬
ism of the RA, Mr. Fallon makes reference
to the “political supermen in a Nietzscheesque sense, above and beyond the common
man.” My comment here is more of a clar¬
ification on Nietzsche, which is to say that
Mr. Fallon has completely missed the point
of the Nietzschian superman. The super¬
man is not a political figure. It is un-politicized man in the form of the extreme indi¬
vidual. Mr. Fallon’s use of this allusion for
the sake of dramatic emphasis misses the
point, and calls into question the integrity
of his entire editorial by showing a possible
tendency to disregard the point and to make
inaccurate statements. I encourage Mr.
Fallon to check the accuracy of his asser¬
tions in order to maintain the rhetorical
integrity of his arguments.
Lastly, I need to point out that the RA is
in the process of reforming its constitution
in an effort to better accommodate the
entire student body, and it is my impression
that they are seeking student input in the
reform process. Furthermore, I myselfagain, an outsider to the RA-earlier this
year felt that I had something to contribute
and through various efforts brought my
ideas in front of the RA. I was well
received and there was no indication at all
of elitist sentiments. The RA does not dis¬
courage contribution from everyone.
Finally, the RA made an educated decision,
regarding The Mirror, in an attempt to
accommodate the entire student body as
best they could. There is no reason to call
the RA’s integrity into question for a deci¬
sion that attempted to benefit everyone at
Bates College instead of a very limited few.
The job of the RA is to represent the people,
and that is what they did.
- Ben Prevas ‘04

Despite Problems,
Representative Assembly
Is Democratic
To the Editor:
The Student accuses the RA of failing to
represent the student body. I will not argue
with this. I will argue that the RA is work¬
ing hard to make its body representative.
Currently, the RA meetings tend to focus on
internal matters. When an issue of broader
importance is brought before the RA, I’m
not convinced that members communicate
with their constituencies. Communication
between the RA and the student body is
lacking; measures must be, and, under a
new leadership, will be, taken to inform stu¬
dents. The RA Constitution grants the
power to provide a “mechanism to allow
students the opportunity to shape and influ¬
ence college policy.” The RA has clearly
provided this mechanism, and - under capa¬
ble leadership - those students who wish to
be heard will be.
The RA is currently a vast body of around
170 seats, with only roughly 80 filled. Club
representatives come and go without regu¬
larity and dorm representatives are elected
in relatively unopposed elections. The RA
serves as a weekly forum for ideas, gov¬
erned by rules that seem too formal only
because they have been so poorly used in
the past year. The RA has its problems, but
perhaps they are slightly different and more
solvable than The Student would believe.
Those involved in the RA do actually rep¬

those who are working against the RA and
not with it, which would be more effective
and produce the best result.
I encourage those that have been intrigued
by The Student’s articles to take the interest
sparked and make the time to learn more
about what the RA does. If you have an
issue or concern you wish be taken up by
the College or students, bring it to the RA.
The Student’s response to last week’s legis¬
lation was one-sided, uninformed, unsub¬
stantiated, and merely opinion. As unpro¬
ductive as such expressions are, I would
echo Mr. Fallon’s call that on Mondays at
7pm in Skelton Lounge, “issues that direct¬
ly affect you are decided.” Come to the RA
or contact its leadership and membership!

resent a wide variety of student viewpoints.
While many members come each week to be
amused, to exercise a vote, or even to “pad”
their resume (although if ‘RA member’ is
padding their resume they need help); the
majority of students come to the RA with
the intention of learning about the process
and/or helping other students. Those stu¬
dents who are willing to put the time into
one of the RA committees are doing so pri¬
marily because they wish to produce the
most equitable outcome for all. Budget
Committee members, for example, spend
hours each week doing their best to help all

Budget Committee mem¬
bers, for example, spend
hours each week doing
their best to help all
clubs funded by the RA,
including The Mirror whether they believe it
or not. Unlike The
Student, the RA allows
both sides to be heard,
and members make up
their own minds based
upon equal debate.

- Nathan Williford, ‘04

Bates Alumni Joins Fight
For New Squash Courts
To The Editor:
I live in Williamstown, and use the
College courts here, and I really enjoy
the game, even at my old age. At an invi¬
tational meet here I talked to many par¬
ents and the coach, and I have taken up
the cause of the regulation sized courts. I
appreciate the space you gave the cause
in your January 14, 2003 issue. Is seems
like a simple solution to use the Gray
Gym, and I cannot understand the issues
raised against it. The Gray Gym was a
dump when I was at Bates, from 1950 to
1954, but it was all we had. Now it has a
chance of rebirth, with a real use, and the
money is there! If the powers that be
wanted it, it would happen. Who deserves
it more than the students?
I am stumped. It seems it is too easy to
say that it cannot be done, rather than
say: “Let’s do it.” I am from the group
that likes to make it happen. So are the
parents who collected the $200,000. If it
was the money, I understand that, but the
money is there.
Thanks for your efforts.

clubs funded by the RA, including The
Mirror - whether they believe it or not.
Unlike The Student, the RA allows both
sides to be heard, and members make up
their own minds based upon equal debate.
Each club tends to have its own practices
that only its members know. Many might
criticize The Student without realizing that
the Editors are actually working to make the
best possible paper. Other clubs also work
hard to produce the best result for Bates in
general. The RA is similar. It is not better
than other clubs. However, it would be
untrue to claim that the RA is without cul¬
tural nuances requiring time and indoctrina¬
tion to understand. This is important
because the RA’s rules are being attacked by

- Bob Greenberg ‘54

BATES RATES
43 degrees on Monday
afternoon!

^\

Despite the fact that the Bates
campus has about as much
drainage as an 80-year-old man,
it was still totally sweet.

Michael Jackson’s
crumbling face

^

Ever see “Hannibal?”
Remember that millionaire who
wanted to kill Hannibal Lecter?
Jackson’s starting to look like
that guy.

The B-A-T-E-S guy at
Bates basketball
games

<<j

Former President
Clinton to appear at
Rolling Stones show

^

^

Armed only with his trusty
kazoo, this stalwart soul is
always ready with the exis¬
tential question: “Who’s the
best team?” At every, single,
time out.

*

It’s just not right. On the bright
side of things, Clinton may be
the only man on earth to have
hooked up with more women
than Mick Jagger.
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Is Meritocracy At Stake?

Making Bates a Safer
Place After Dark
To the Editor:
Few would argue that the atmosphere at
Bates College is one that is extremely
pleasant and friendly. It is not a rarity to
witness students greeting each other as they
walk across the quad, holding the door open
as they enter Pettengill, or showing enthusi¬
asm at athletic events (among the many
other positive aspects of our community).
Our community is small, and in being so
has become close.
However, I feel that the “Bates After
Dark Forum” that was held a few weeks
back, portrayed a very different view of stu¬
dent life. Once the academic buildings are
closed and the playing fields have emptied,
the enthusiasm and respect are lost as well.
Particularly, students actions become
destructive and, even worse, students stop
looking out for each other. My purpose is
not to comment on whether or not this per¬
ception is true. Rather, I intend on speaking
to what my vision of Bates College is and
what I am willing do to in order to achieve
it. Being as close as our community is, I
see Bates as a place where though we may
play hard, we are there to support one
another the whole way. It is a place where
the daily atmosphere of genuine kindness is
extended “after dark.”

However, I feel that the
“Bates After Dark
Forum” that was held a
few weeks hack, por¬
trayed a very different
view of student life.
Once the academic
buildings have closed
and the playing fields
emptied, the enthusiasm
and respect are lost as
well.
I am committed to having fun here at
Bates, but, more importantly, I am commit¬
ted to making sure my friends and I all sur¬
vive through the night. Some commitments
that I continue to make include not driving
while under the influence of any controlled
substance, for my own safety and for the
safety of those around me. Furthermore, if
I know a friend or fellow student is under
the influence, I will make sure that he or she
does not drive. If someone else has had too
much to drink, I will be there to support him
or her, even if it means staying up most of
the night, just to make sure they get to bed
safely. I do not mind leaving a party with a

see AFTER DARK, page 5

Is the Quick Answer Really the Best Solution?
by DANIEL MAXWELL
OPINION COLUMNIST
Considering the seven-to-one Brooks
Quimby Debate Council victory of affirma¬
tive action advocates over anti-affirmative
action arguments, I consider my odds the
same: seven to one, against me.
Please, though, before reaching a conclu¬
sion in the matter, consider the seriousness
of the situation at hand. Would it be a
sound decision to say that affirmative
action is the right way, or the only way,
before considering the opposing argument?

Rather than calling affir¬
mative action the simple,
quick, and effective solu¬
tion, ask whether or not it
is realistic that an
overnight-implemented
institution will solve our
racial problems....
A long-term commitment
to developing African
American, Hispanic, etc.
communities would be a
more stable change.

This is why I am compelled to write.
In his most famous oration, Pericles
defines the perfect meritocratic society: “if
we look to the laws, they afford equal jus¬
tice to all in their private differences; if to
social standing, advancement in public life
falls to reputation for capacity, class con¬
siderations [are not] allowed to interfere
with merit.” Though America does not
entirely fit this description of such a desir¬
able society, we as Americans, before pre¬
maturely reaching a so-called solution to
come closer to reaching racial equality
must consider the foundation upon which
our nation was built.
In a democracy, the people vote for the
most qualified governmental candidate.
Despite arguments of zealous Democrats,
George W. Bush did not inherit his position
as president (the Supreme Court appointed
him, but that’s beside the point). In our
society, we are not obligated to take over
the family business when our parents are
gone. Professional sports figures do not
earn their titles by their parents paving the
road for them. CEO’s are not required to
keep their position (and wealth) within the
family. College graduates leave schools
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like Bates every year in search of well-pay¬
ing jobs. They submit their applications,
resumes and references in hopes that they
will be the best candidate for a given occu¬
pation. This is how the American system is
now, and has been for generations. Why,
then, should the education program work
any different? Allow me to explain further.
I will not say straight out that affirmative
action is right or wrong. In fact, I am con¬
sciously working to keep my opinion out of
this essay altogether. The point is, though,
that if affirmative action is placed into
effect by the Supreme Court decision,
much will be sacrificed. And I don’t mean
jobs, or white power, or supremacy. I mean
the American system of meritocracy. With
the University of Michigan’s affirmative
action case being presented before the
Supreme Court, we as Americans find our¬
selves at a crossroads. Will we prioritize
diversity as more important than personal
merit? If so, is it possible that other
American institutions will follow in devel¬
oping the change further? For example,
will women (as gender minorities) be hired
into positions to work at physically stress¬
ful jobs alongside men, having (women,
that is) lower minimal physical require¬
ments? Yes, there would be gender diversi¬
ty, but the purpose of the institution no
longer holds the highest priority. I under¬
stand that breaking down gender barriers is
by no means something that should be
avoided or ignored, but consider new prior¬
itizations and other possibilities in the
future.

What would solve
America’s racial trou¬
bles are funds from the
government towards
educational programs so
that affirmative action
is not needed. It will
take time, yes, and
strong, dedicated com¬
mitment by all
Americans

Rather than calling affirmative action the
simple, quick and effective solution, ask
whether or not it is realistic that an
overnight-implemented institution will
solve our racial problems. If it is put into
effect and solves our racial problems, I will
slap myself in the head for affirmative
action not being put into effect decades
ago. But a long-term commitment to devel¬
oping African American, Hispanic, etc.
communities would be a more stable
change. Who can say, though, that
America’s African community has not
already been a part of a (too) long process
of integration?
America’s government, under both
Republican and Democratic administra¬
tions, has only committed itself to half¬
hearted equality. Public schools, in black
and white communities alike, have not
been funded by state and federal govern¬
ments so that public school needs are satis¬
fied. What would solve America’s racial
troubles are funds from the government
towards educational programs so that affir¬
mative action is not needed. It will take
time, yes, and strong, dedicated commit¬
ment by all Americans. But what is a more
desirable future: a racially prioritized,
affirmative action society, or a society in
which all Americans genuinely have an

equal chance to be admitted to colleges
because of equal education (before college)
and the same chance in being accepted for
jobs? I will not try to answer this for you;
this is the crossroads and America as a
whole must understand it. I will, however,
point out the latter possibility will be more
difficult to achieve. The first, though, is an
overnight, short-term answer.
America now must acknowledge what is
at stake at the crossroads between affirma¬
tive action and a long-term commitment in
the coming school years; traditional meri¬
tocracy, racial preference, or perhaps, a
future society where there is no need for
affirmative action and traditions endure.
The warning in this essay is that affirma¬
tive action could potentially prove to be a
step skipper; it provides equal opportunity,
yes, but not equality. These two terms have
distinctly different meanings. Affirmative
action does not provide America with the
discrimination-free state that we are work¬
ing to reach, nor does it provide equal edu¬
cation. State and federal reforms, specifi¬
cally (but not exclusively) in the nation’s
educational programs, with the effort of all
Americans, might provide a different
answer that is more socially and economi¬
cally sound.

Digitz...
900
Number of piglets stolen by
seriously misguided thieves
in Manchester, England on
Friday night.

6
Extra weeks of winter we
have to endure because
Punxatawney Phil saw his
shadow on Sunday. That
chubby, overfed bastard.

90
Number of newly discov¬
ered stars that have at least
one planet orbiting them,
which may provide the envi¬
ronment for “space aliens”
to flourish, according to
President Bush.

15,000
Dollars a Panama City
woman is suing McDonald’s
for, alleging that one of the
fast food chain’s bagels
damaged her husband’s
teeth, consequently ruining
her marriage.

122
Age of Youssef Mohamed
Attia al-Chadhli, of Egypt,
when he died Saturday. He
was very likely the oldest
person on Earth.
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I Fell In Love With a Palestinian
Can We Find Hope Through Love?
by SMADAR BAKOVIC
OPINION COLUMNIST
I once loved a Palestinian man. I know
what you’re saying. You are wondering
how an Israeli girl could love a Palestinian?
You are maybe even saying that I am some¬
what insane. I partially agree with you. I
mean, every time one opens the news,
there’s something about Israel and
Palestine going on. A suicide bombing.
Twenty five people killed. Havoc. Panic.
Screaming. Ambulances rushing to the
scene. The smell of blood. Hate. Revenge.
A bomb dropped on a residential neighbor¬
hood in Gaza. Five killed. Havoc.
Screaming. Pain. Hate. Not the ideal situa¬
tion for a love story, is it?
When I was younger, I used to think that
love was always the most important thing. I
used to think that if two people loved one
another, no matter how many obstacles
stood between them, they would make it. I
can remember looking with disgust at peo¬
ple who let politics, tradition or social
norms divide them. I thought they were los¬
ers. I thought that they were weak. I
thought that they didn’t deserve one anoth¬
er’s love. Maybe I used to think this way
because of what my mother and father
experienced when they were young. I have
always been so proud of my mom and dad’s
story, and so fascinated by it. It inspired me
many times when I was in love, or when
life became difficult for some reason or
another. My mom and dad made it, I
thought to myself, so why can’t other peo-

When I was younger, I
used to think that love
was always the most
important thing. I used
to think that if two peo¬
ple loved one another,
no matter how many
obstacles stood between
them, they would make
it. I can remember look¬
ing with disgust at peo¬
ple who let politics, tra¬
dition or social norms
divide them.
pie do the same?
My mother and father met for the first
time in 1972 in a small town in the Israeli
Judean desert. My mother, an English
woman who was raised as a Christian,
decided to convert into Judaism after vol¬
unteering on a Kibbutz for several months.
She registered for classes at a local Ulpan
(an institution where new immigrants com¬
ing to Israel learn the Hebrew language and
the history of Israel) situated in Arad, an
isolated and desolated developing town.
My father, born in Sarajevo, Bosnia but
raised in a communist and later a Jewish
home in Rieka, Croatia, decided to leave
his past behind and immigrate to Israel. He
too registered for classes at the same Ulpan
in Arad. Who would have thought that they
would ever meet one another? That is
where they saw one another for the first
time, and that is where they fell in love.
I think that it’s very rare for us young
people to think about our parents and about
their lives. We are so immersed in our own
lives and busy with ourselves that we some¬

times forget that our parents might be quite
an inspiration to us. But you want to know
something? One of the most courageous
women I know is my mother. When I think
about her and about the sacrifices she made
in order to be with my father, this strong
feeling of awe fills me. When I think about
all the years that her father would not utter
her name because she married a Jewish per¬
son, I want to cry. When I think about how
my grandfather returned all of my mother’s
letters to her sealed and unopened, I feel
disappointed and hurt. Is this what parental
love is all about? When I think about how
determined she was to marry my dad and
give up everything else, I feel that I want to
scream, “Mom, how did you do this? How
did you find the courage?”

It’s OK...
Opinions are perfectly
naturaL
Email rfallon with
submissions or letters
to the editor.

from page 4
friend who has gone beyond his or her limit,
especially if I see it leading to the kind of
decision making that they will regret. I am
willing to sacrifice an extra drink, a whole
night, or whatever it takes to make sure that
everyone around me gets to their room safe¬
ly. I acknowledge that I am not the only one
that is making or is willing to make these
efforts, and I trust that others would willing
to do the same for me. However, I do not
want to speak for anyone else. Hopefully,
their actions will speak when they are need¬
ed by fellow students.
- Jason Rafferty ‘05

Help Fight Cancer...
Buy Daffodils!

When I open my eyes
and look at my country
and at the war, I know
that my mom and dad’s
problem was so much
smaller and simpler
than mine. And some¬
times I wonder whether
my experience will also
have a happy end. And
to tell you the truth, I
have no idea.
But it doesn’t look good.

When my parents married, my mother
was still a Christian. Since Israel does not
have a separation of church and state in
actuality but rather only on paper, no Rabbi
was willing to marry them. When my moth¬
er inquired about marrying in England her
father threatened her and told her not to
even dare and bring that Jewish man to his
house. They eventually got married in
Cyprus. No one they knew attended the
wedding. I remember so well looking at the
only two photographs they possess from
their wedding. Here they are, my mom and
dad, young and beautiful, standing there,
surrounded by complete strangers who
agreed to come and witness the wedding.
When I was born, my grandfather some¬
what softened towards my mother. He was
very sick, however, and could hardly recog¬
nize anyone anymore. During all that time,
it was my father who was sitting with him
in the hospital, taking care of him and
changing his sheets. My mother always
says that it’s so sad because my father and
my grandfather could have been best
friends had my grandfather given my father
a chance. My grandfather died before ver¬
bally forgiving my mother. What a waste of
time. All those years of rejection and anger,
and for what?
So, I once loved a Palestinian man. I
loved him very much. Maybe I still do, but
it might not really matter in a world where
Israelis and Palestinians are expected to
hate and hurt one another.
Maybe I am naive. I cling to hope. I cling
to the future. I cling to life. At least I try to
do so. But sometimes it gets so hard. When
I open my eyes and look at my country and
at the war, I know that my mom and dad’s
problem was so much smaller and simpler
than mine. And sometimes I wonder
whether my experience will also have a
happy end. And to tell you the truth, I ljave
no idea. But it doesn’t look good.
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Bates Democrats
Hold Discussion On
Republican Control
In US Government
by CAITLIN HURLEY
ASSOCIATE EDITOR

Women’s Resource Center Holds
First Annual Conference Celebrating
Art And Activism
by CAITLIN HURLEY
ASSOCIATE EDITOR

On Saturday, February 1st, 2003, the Bates
On Wednesday, January 29th, when students,
College Women’s Resource Center hosted their
faculty, and members of the community gathered
first-annual conference, which included a vari¬
in the Benjamin Mays Center for a discussion on
ety of speakers, workshops and performances.
the implications of a republican controlled gov¬
Kicking the day off was former Dean of
ernment, they were probably surprised by the gen¬
Students at Bates College, Judith Isaacson.
eral lack of disagreement among the two
From 1969 to 1970, during her time first as
Republicans and two Democrats. Sponsored by
Dean of Women and then as Dean of Students,
the Bates Democrats, the panel hosted Joseph
Isaacson campaigned for women’s rights on
Bruno (R), minority speaker of the Maine State
campus and for women’s resources. During her
House; Douglas Hodgkin, Republican activist and
time as Dean, Isaacson fought for female stu¬
professor emeritus of political science at Bates
dents to have the same social privileges as
College; Michael Saxl (D), former speaker of the ! men, and for there to be a gynecologist work¬
Maine State House; and Adam Thompson, former
ing on campus. Before serving as Dean,
executive director of the Maine Democratic Party.
Isaacson, as a member of the faculty, was able
In the first question posed by moderator Erin
to be the first math professor to teach comput¬
Russ ‘03, “Why did the Democrats lose the mid¬
er science at Bates.
term elections and why did the Republicans win?”
Following Isaacson’s lecture, the conference
panelists revealed a general sense of agreement on
offered two options for the first workshop ses¬
this issue. Thompson began by explaining that the
sion. The first was “Lesbians and Theatre: The
Republicans were helped by their unity behind
Case of the Missing Archetype”, led by
President Bush and his agenda. He argued that the
Carolyn Gage, and the second was “Does All
Democrats lacked this cohesion and unity, and a
Art Have an Activist Purpose?” - a debate fea¬
strong leader, such as the President was for the
turing two members of the Lewiston High
Republicans. Saxl agreed with Thompson, saying
School Debate Team and two Bates College
that he had to “give credit where credit is due.” He
students. The government, arguing for the res¬
also explained that the only reason the Democrats
olution that all art does have an activist pur¬
held onto Maine was because of the “strength”
pose, began the debate by arguing first, that
and “quality” of individual candidates. Hodgkin
everything is an argument, second, that poweralso supported Thompson’s opinion that the
Republicans did an excellent job campaigning
and that President Bush’s decision to do a great
deal of campaigning had an enormous positive
influence on the election for Republicans. Only
Bruno spoke of the election issues in response to
this question, saying that he believed most
Americans supported the President and his agen¬
da, particularly in the areas of national security, a
better economy, and lower taxes.
In response to Russ’s second question which
regarded the President’s Economic Stimulus
fry CHRISTINA DOVE
Package, all four panelists agreed that the bill will
NEWS EDITOR
not pass without amendment, saying that it was
highly unlikely that the plan would go forward
No one will deny that two years ago, when
without change. Hodgkin and Bruno both
the Halloween dance ended and thirteen people
expressed the opinion that, with the economy on
were in the hospital with alcohol poisoning,
the rebound, the stimulus package might not be
Bates had a problem. As an attempt to control
needed. Bruno explained that the plan is “too late
such excessive drinking, the hard alcohol ban
to be effective,” and that, instead, the government
was put into effect. Now, over two years later,
should work towards convincing businesses to
is it time to lift that ban? Have we grown
enough to accept the responsibilities? Should
Bates repeal its ban on hard alcohol?
See REPUBLICAN CONTROL, p. 9
This is what two teams argued in the Finals

ful and meaningful aft stirs emotion and
activism, and finally, that ownership, by way
of purchasing is a form of activism. The oppo¬
sition responded by saying that activism
means not only assertive action, but more
specifically striking for political change.
Citing the example of the Mona Lisa, they
argued that most art does not make you want
to strike for political or social change.
Following these assertions, the government
went on to argue that all art conveys a mes¬
sage, regardless of whether it is received by
the audience. The opposition, however, raised
questions of language and the definition of
activism, arguing that the broader definition of
activism that the government favors was
demeaning to true activists. At the close of the
debate, the floor speeches from the audience
were accepted and, after a vote, the govern¬
ment won the debate by only one vote.
Following a lunch break and a performance
by the Bates College Merimanders, the second
workshop session began with lectures that
included “Activism through Art: A Workshop
and Display” by Kate Faragher, Donna
Galluzzo, Jenny Boisvert, and Leslie Linder
and “Art and Activism: Basic Methods for
Getting Your Message Out to the Public” by
Emily Peckenham ‘03. Following the second
workshop, conference attendees gathered in
Olin Concert Hall to see a much anticipated
performance by the Guerrilla Girls. Wearing

Is Bates’ Ban on Hard
Alcohol Necessary?

Becky Greenberg/The Bates Student

Erin Russ (center) facilitates discussion between two Republicans and two
Democrats during an event sponsored by the College Republicans on the implica¬
tions of a Republican controlled government.

of the Novice Debate Tournament on Saturday
night. The tournament began with twenty-four
students who proceeded through four different
rounds. In the end, only four students made
the final round. Sophomores Andrea Hopkins
and Collin Keyser argued the opposition side
while first years Sam Milder and Jeremy
Fisher argued the side of the government.
Andrea Hopkins started the debate by laying
out the reasons her side felt the ban should be
lifted. One of her main points was that the ban
itself was hypocritical. She said that “it is
ridiculous that someone can drink ten beers
with no problem but if they drink one mixed
drink they will get a strike.” Hopkins also stat¬
ed that the ban was unfair to people who were
of legal drinking age. Because Bates restricts
the number of people living off campus, many
are forced to live on campus and comply with
the Bates hard alcohol ban, even though it is
perfectly legal for them to drink hard alcohol
anywhere else. The opposition wondered if
you were never able to learn your limits in col¬
lege, what would happen once you started cel¬
ebrating with hard alcohol out in the real
world?
Hopkins also gave a list of dangers that the
ban ultimately creates. She stated that since
students can’t drink hard alcohol in public,
they are much more likely to drink in their
rooms alone. Anther danger, she listed was
that if a student needed medical attention
because they illegally consumed too much
hard alcohol, their friends would be less likely
to call for help, knowing that their friend
would eventually get a strike. Hopkins also
argued that drunk driving was a major issue
that resulted from the ban because people were
now more likely to drink at bars off campus
because they cannot drink their hard alcohol
on campus. Hopkins also believes that the

gorilla masks on their faces to hide their true
identities, the Guerrilla girls used an
audio/visual presentation to teach students,
faculty and members of the community about
their own history and some startling facts
about discrimination in the art world.
Founded in 1985, the group has been using
humor and facts to raise awareness about a
business that they call discriminatory. Using
posters to convey their message and gamer
attention, the Guerrilla Girls have used such
tactics as developing a sarcastic list of advan¬
tages to being a female artist, which included
opportunities such as choosing between moth¬
erhood and a career. In an attempt to raise
consciousness about specific New York City
museums, the Guerrilla Girls conducted “The
Weenie Count”, in which they surveyed the
number of male and female nudes at the
Metropolitan Museum. While there were
clearly more male nudes in the Greek sculp¬
ture, once they reached the Modern Art, the
number of female nudes grew rapidly. Their
resulting statistic, which was highly publi¬
cized on New York City buses, was that
although only 5% of artists at the museum
were females, 85% of the nudes were female.
The Guerrilla Girls are now embarking on the
pre-Oscars campaign to criticize the film
industry for its degrading portrayal of women.
For more information, please go to
www.guerrillagirls.com.

many people who do not enjoy the taste of beer
will take multiple shots before heading off to a
party so that they can get a buzz without drink¬
ing beer.
Sam Milder argued that the ban should
remain in place because of the many dangers
that are present without the ban to control
them. He said that “hard alcohol is very dan¬
gerous and it is a concern we all need to
remember.” Hard alcohol is much more dan¬
gerous than beer or wine and it is much easier
to get alcohol poisoning from drinking hard
alcohol than anything else. Milder reminded
the audience and judges why the ban was in
place; because on Halloween two years ago,
thirteen people were taken to the hospital for
excessive hard alcohol consumption. Milder
also argued that it is much easier to spike open
drinks than it is a can of beer. The government
brought up a lawsuit that was filed against MIT
by the family of a student who died from
excessive hard alcohol consumption. The fam¬
ily was awarded six million dollars by MIT in
compensation. “Bates cannot afford these
kinds of risks,” Milder argued. He also said
that it is much harder to get alcohol poisoning
from beer than it is from hard alcohol. “You
can fit a lot more shots in your stomach than
cans of beer.” In response to the opposition’s
belief that denying students of legal age their
right to drink is wrong, Milder said that “safe¬
ty is more important than their right to drink.”
The opposition’s Collin Keyser then
responded to the government’s argument for
keeping the ban. In answer to the govern¬
ment’s belief that it is easier to put date rape
drugs in mixed drinks, Keyser stated that it is
just as easy to put a date rape drug into a cup of
beer from a keg. Keyser also brought up the
issue of complaints from the community about
students who are trekking back and forth to the
bars. Keyser argued that if students were not
forced to leave campus to drink hard alcohol,
these complaints could be reduced.
Jeremy Fisher was next to argue for the ban
to remain in place. He said that the ban was
implemented in the first place because Bates
See DEBATES, p. 9
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Faculty Discuss
Expected
Installation Of
Electronic Access
by DANIEL MAXWELL

STAFF WRITER
On Monday, February 3rd’s sunny, “warm”
afternoon, approximately 75 faculty members,
administrators, and several students gathered
in the Chase Lounge to conduct regular discus¬
sions concerning the future of Bates. At 4:15
sharp, President Elaine Tuttle Hansen called
the session to order and business was under¬
way. In response the University of Michigan
Supreme Court case regarding affirmative
action, the president announced that “[Bates] is
joining with twenty other liberal arts colleges
including the NESCACs in filing a court brief’
concerning the matter. “Once we know more
about the Supreme Court’s decision, we’ll
understand more about our own parameters
with affirmative action,” she stated.
Shortly thereafter, Gene Wiemers of the
Electronic Access Committee was introduced
and updated the meeting on the progress on
increasing the safety and security of campus
life. Electronic access to residential and aca¬
demic buildings could begin as early as next
September, but several issues must be worked
out in the meantime; the question of who has
access to what buildings, and when, must be
answered. Also, security lighting could poten¬
tially be included in the new security plan as
could security screens on windows. The elec¬
tronic issue as a whole is much anticipated, but
much delayed.
The substance of the meeting, though, was
introduced by both Jill Reich (Dean of Faculty
and Vice President for Academic Affairs) and
Glen Lawson (Division Chair of Natural
Sciences). As a part of the Education Policy
Committee (EPC), the two led a discussion
among the faculty over awarding credits to stu¬
dents for both first-year seminars and short¬
term units. Administrators and professors alike
took an interested position and the topics were
much debated. Lawson proposed alterations to
be made on general education requirements
over several issues: first, the flexibility of
course offerings, first-year seminars counting
for general education requirements, and
whether or not short-term units should “count
as parts of designated sets” in given depart¬
ments. Professors raised the question of “dou¬
ble dipping”, the ability for students to pick up
credit in two departments for courses that over¬
lap departments, such as a history/economics
course. Advocates argued on both sides of the
issue.
Many of the issues surrounding this issue
remain unresolved, and Lawson and Reich
have their work cut out for themselves in revis¬
iting policies and constructing reasonable
updates. With luck, the next faculty meeting’s
“unfinished business” from Monday will find
its resolution, and the Electronic Access
Committee will continue on their way. The
group will once again convene on Monday,
March 3rd at 4:10 p.m., Chase Hall Lounge.
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Cyborgs Are Living Among Us
Computer GuruChris Gray Speaks On The Reality Of What Were Once Sci-Fi Myths
by DAVID E. WELIVER

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
Chris Gray, Associate Professor of
Computer Science at Great Falls
University in Montana and author of
Cyborg Citizen: Politics of the Posthuman
Age, gave a talk Monday night entitled
“Cyborgs, Posthumans and other Waking
Dreams in the 21st Century.”
While the name of Gray’s book and talk
suggest a realm of study appealing only to
the most ardent sci-fi fans and compugeeks, the interdisciplinary thinkers’ musings covered a much broader spectrum
and addressed myriad issues that pepper
modern headlines, including genetic engi¬
neering, cloning, pharmaceuticals and
computerized warfare. He went on to
emphasize that a cyborg is not merely a
“bionic human” with machines and elec¬
tronics run our bodies; rather we are all
cyborgs, in so much as we have all been
immunized. A cyborg, Gray said, is any¬
body whose body has been artificially
modified to maintain homeostasis.
Playing to the popular conception of
cyborgs, Gray illustrated “roboroach” and
other animals whose brains have been
wired so scientists can control them. On
the less intuitive side, however, are the
everyday cyborgs who rely on organ
transplants, artificial limbs and other
medical technologies, like pacemakers, to
function normally.
Gray walked listeners through an out-

line of his book, touching
upon each subject for just
long enough to evoke both
familiarity and curiosity.
Perhaps most pertinent to cur¬
rent international concerns is
the role of cyborg technolo¬
gies in warfare. Military lead¬
ers suggest technology will
make future wars nearly
“bloodless”, and Gray noted a
statistic that for Americans, it
was safer to fight in the Gulf
War than it was to be at home
where everyday killers like
substances, disease and acci¬
dents took their toll. Gray
quickly pointed out, however,
the hundreds of thousands of
Iraqis, especially children and
elderly, died in the Gulf War.
In the impending war, Gray
guessed, hundreds of thou¬
sands more Iraqis would die
at the hands of “smart bombs”
and other American military
Becky Greenberg/The Bates Student
technologies.
Chris Gray speaks to students on computer and
An interesting side effect of
real
life cyborgs during his talk on Monday
war, Gray said, was the rapid
advancement in prosthetic evening sponsored by the Lecture Committee.
technologies. Gray followed
athletes in which many admitted they
this up by predicting that soon, people
would modify their bodies to be the “best”
with prosthetic legs would be able to out¬
even if it meant certain death in just ten
run so-called “normal” athletes. Gray
years.
questioned the morality of cyborg athlet¬
ics and pointed to a survey of professional
See CYBORGS, p. 9

Observations In Ireland
TGIF Discussion Focuses On
Experiences In Ireland

Historian Creates
Database on
Genealogies In Louisiana
by CAITLIN HURLEY

NEWS EDITOR
by CHRISTINA DOVE

NEWS EDITOR
It is known as the Emerald Isle, the Land
of the Leprechauns, home of “Joseph!,”
“Shannon!,” Guinness and the IRA, and the
reason we throw a great party with some
questionable green beverages every March
17. But what do you really know about
Ireland? Many of us have Irish surnames
and have grown up in Irish homes in
America, hearing stories about this far away
land. And for some, these stories are enough
to sustain the notion that we are indeed Irish.
Will Doherty ‘04 saw it a little bit differ¬
ently. Growing up in Boston in a family of
Irish descent, he really knew very little about
Ireland. This all changed when he decided to
spend the fall semester of this year living in
Dublin and trying to immerse himself in the
Irish culture. On Friday afternoon he shared
some of his experiences in an informal dis¬
cussion in Muskie Archives as a part of the
TGIF lecture series. The audience included
students who had been to Ireland before, stu¬
dents who were thinking of studying abroad
there, and some students who were just inter¬
ested in learning a little bit more about
Ireland.
Like many other students who study
abroad, Will experienced a little bit of a cul¬
ture shock and wasn’t sure if he made the
right decision in going to Ireland. While
Will lived with other Americans, this didn’t
stop him going out and meeting some Irish
people in Dublin. While Ireland was known
as a very poor country for hundreds of years,
it has recently experienced an economic rev¬
olution known as the Celtic Tiger. This revi¬
talization of Ireland has left Dublin as a very
cosmopolitan city. Will mentioned that
“Dublin is not the best barometer to judge
these types of things [poverty] because it is

very cosmopolitan and affluent.” While
there is still poverty in many rural areas,
Dublin has turned into a very trendy area for
the younger generation.
As Ireland experiences these economic
changes, it is also still searching for its iden¬
tity which has been lost in many places. A
huge part of this movement is to reintroduce
Gaelic as the common language (yeah Ireland even has its own language!). Will
said that he was a little surprised when he
first arrived in Ireland because he really had
no idea about this whole other language that
can be seen on street signs and public trans¬
portation. While he tried to learn a bit of it
while he was there, he admitted that it is an
extremely hard language to learn and he only
knew a few words - still, that’s better than
most of us. While Gaelic is not the first lan¬
guage in Ireland, with the exception of small
farming villages, it is required that students
earn a proficiency in it to graduate from high
school.
Students at the discussion were interested
to hear about Anti-Americanism and AntiAmerican Militarism in Ireland. Will report¬
ed that while he did see many demonstrations
in the streets that often called out the police
forces, there was not an outright hatred
towards America. Will said that more of the
people just seemed “to be against military
action.” He mentioned that while the Irish
weren’t entirely fond of “loud obnoxious
American tourists and students... it was noth¬
ing personal.”
And of course, there is nothing like a
Guinness in Ireland. A trip to the Guinness
factory was one of Will’s recommendations if
you are ever to visit Ireland. The factory “is
actually shaped like a Guinness!!” Guinness
or no Guinness, Will said it is worth the trip
to the top of the factory to witness the awe¬
some views of this very unique city.

On Monday, February 3rd, students, faculty
and staff gathered in Muskie Archives to attend
a lecture entitled “Making the Invisible Visible:
Africans and Afro-Creoles in Early Louisiana”
by Dr. Gwendolyn Midlo Hall, who is a
Professor Emerita of history at Rutgers
University. Sponsored by the Multicultural
Center, Dr. Midlo Hall’s visit is part of their
observance of Black History Month.
Having examined slave ethnicities since the
1980s, Midlo Hall has concluded that contrary
to popular belief, slaves during the time of col¬
onization did influence American culture. She
cited the example of the grouping together of
African-Americans, instead of differentiating
among individual ethnicities and cultures, as is
done with Irish-Americans, ScottishAmericans and French-Americans. These
groups,she said, were recognized for their con¬
tributions to American culture, while AfricanAmericans are not. In her research, however,
Midlo Hall discovered that frequently slaves in
one region of the US came from a particular
region in Africa. For example, in the early days
of colonization, most of the slaves in South
Carolina were from Senegal, and then, as time
progressed, from Congo. Dr. Midlo Hall argued
that it is through this common ethnicity that
slaves influenced American culture, citing the
example of foods such as rice and seafood that
were prominent in Senegal at the time of the
slave trade and are now prominent in New
Orleans.
In March of 2000, Midlo Hall published a
CD-ROM database of her research of ethnici¬
ties of slaves in Louisiana. The database has an
extraordinarily large number of entries, which
are, for the most part, highly detailed. It is fre¬
quently used to trace family histories. After a
front page article in the New York Times, Midlo
Hall’s database received a great deal of atten¬
tion and is now available to purchase and
online
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RA Meets For First Time
Under New Leadership

Novice Debaters Argue Over
Need For Hard Alcohol Ban
DEBATES from p. 7
was facing a huge liability and “if the college
says that [hard alcohol] is OK then they are
responsible.” As the government again argued
that date rape drugs are more likely to appear
in mixed drinks or open source containers such
as punch bowls, the opposition interrupted by
asking if you put date rape drugs in a commu¬
nal punch bowl, “are you planning on raping
the whole campus?” The government then
went on to dissect the opposition’s point of
testing limits. Fisher told the audiences that
“when people test their limits they end up in
the hospital.” In response to the rights of legal
drinkers Fisher pointed out that “the college is
still liable when you are twenty one”.
Finishing a strong rebuttal speech, Fisher
argued that people were not being forced to go
to the bars due to a lack of hard alcohol on
campus. He said, “I think the Goose was
packed long before the hard liquor ban.”

Becky Greenberg/The Bates Student

RA Vice President Larry Handerhaan (left) and President Christopher
Laconi run their first RA meeting as newly elected officers.
RA, from p. 1
The library is looking into jointly renting
space with Bowdoin and Colby to store
new books at an off-campus location once
the space runs out.
The college has announced that it will be
filing a friend of the court brief in the
University of Michigan Supreme Court
case related to affirmative action, while
also reviewing its own admissions poli¬
cies.
The RA has begun accepting nomina¬
tions for seats on the Committee on
Committees. These nominations are open
to anyone in the school.

Mirror Seeks
Funding
Outside Of RA
MIRROR, from p. 1
clubs, Williford agrees that this has validity,
but this is precisely why “they shouldn’t be
under our umbrella”.
The Budget Committee is responsible for
allocating $300,000 to approximately fiftynine active clubs that are members of the RA.
With clubs requesting up to $600,000 dollars
worth of funding each year, the budget com¬
mittee obviously has quite a task on their
hands and cuts need to be paid. The commit¬
tee believes that the money used to pay mem¬
bers on clubs can be better spent on other
clubs, and with so many clubs vying for so lit¬
tle money, using RA funds as wages would
take away from the money needed by other
clubs. Williford also pointed out that the
Mirror was not the only club that paid its offi¬
cers before the rule was put into place. With
more and more clubs applying for membership
in the RA and the RA funds hardly increasing,
the Budget Committee has to be somewhat
ruthless to many clubs who apply for money.
While “the matter is now out of the RA’s
hands” because the rule cannot be amended for
the rest of the year, the Budget Committee
does support the editors of the Mirror as they
seek funding from outside of the RA.
Williford says that while the Budget
Committee’s busiest time is one week in the
year when they decide on budgets, they work
all year round to help clubs find funding from
different departments. As the Mirror seeks
funds from alternative sources, Williford says
that the Budget Committee is more than will¬
ing to work with Stevenson and the other
members of the Mirror to rectify this situation.

Trial of Slain
Bates Student
Begins
MCDUFFEE TRIAL, from p. 1
has taken over the case for Goodwin,
Maselli, Thongsavanh’s attorney filed sever¬
al motions leading up to the trial date. He
asked the state for more money so that he
could hire a private investigator, a blood expert
and an independent forensics expert. He has
also requested that criminal records and any
Bates discipline reports be released for all of
the witnesses in the state’s case. Maselli
claims that several witnesses, including some
alternative suspects not fully investigated have
not even been interviewed.
McDuffee attended Lexington High School
in Massachusetts and became the first student
to graduate posthumously from Bates when his
mother accepted his diploma last May.
McDuffee was a captain of the Bates lacrosse
team and an economics major who had com¬
pleted his economics thesis only months
before his death. McDuffee’s brother was vis¬
iting him the weekend he was killed. He was
also engaged to Suzanna Andrew, a member of
the Bates class of 2003, who has since left
campus.
She now lives with family in
Portland and takes classes on developing edu¬
cational curriculums on violence prevention as
part of a project in McDuffee’s name, reports
the Boston Globe. This week’s return to
Lewiston for the trial will be only her second
trip back since the events of that early March
morning, the Globe reported.
In her email to students Dean Branham
reminded, ‘This will be a most difficult time
for Morgan’s family and friends, students
called as witnesses, and the community as a
whole, a time full of anguish and a heightened
sense of the horror of what occurred a year
ago. We, all of us, must support those in need,
as well as reaffirm our strong repudiation of
violence of any sort at Bates and beyond.”

Mexico/Caribbean only
$250 round trip! Europe
$189 one way! Other
world wide destinations
cheap. Book online
www.airtech.com or (212)
219-7000.

The debate was then opened to floor speech¬
es. Robyn Perkins ‘03 took the government’s
side by pointing out that one can fit twelve
shots for every one beer in their stomach. She
also stated that she believed the ban should
remain in place because “freshmen shouldn’t
have to learn that playing Beirut with jungle
juice is a bad idea.” And for those who don’t
like the taste of beer, Perkins reminded the
audience that there are other alternatives to
beer that are allowed on campus, such as malt
beverages like Mike’s Hard Lemonade.
The two sides then gave their concluding
arguments, reviewing the dangers of having or
not having ban in place. While the seven
judges were conferring, the award for the best
speaker of the tournament was awarded to
Andrea Hopkins. Both the audience and
judges voted on the winner of the debate in a
very close race. The final vote was 5-4 with
the opposition, anti-ban side argued by Andrea
Hopkins and Collin Keyser winning.

ARE YOU A CYBORG?
CYBORGS, from p. 8

Gray wavered between the serious and
the humorous, describing for instance,
sexual reassignment surgery and the plau¬
sibility of surgically attaching a clitoris to
one’s hand. Gray said he firmly believes it
will soon be possible for men to carry a
baby and remarked it is currently possible,
with hormone therapy, for men to nurse.

In conclusion, Gray quoted the
Terminator saying, “The future is not
written.” Clearly, Gray emphasized,
cyborg technologies will play a part. How
much they influence our lives and how
positive that influence is, however, is still
in our hands. Gray, along with a hundred
or so others in his field, are working to
ensure that influence is enhancing our
society without threatening it.

Implications Of A Republican
Controlled Government
REPUBLICAN CONTROL from p. 7

Democratic Senator could do that. Bruno suggest¬
ed Iraq and the economy as variables that could
determine the outcome of the election; he sug¬
gested Senator Hillary Clinton (D-NY), Governor
Howard Dean (D-VT), and Senator Lieberman as
Democratic nominees. Saxl suggested only that
Senator John McCain (R-AZ) run as an inde¬
pendent.
At the conclusion of the panel, the floor was
opened to the audience for questions.

invest in the country. Thompson and Saxl both
cited serious flaws in the plan as their reasons for
questioning the bill. Thompson explained that he
did not like the idea of shifting the burden of tax¬
ation to the states, while leaving other programs,
like Leave No Child Behind, under funded. Saxl
complained that the Bush plan “doesn’t do any¬
thing to stimulate the economy” while the coun¬
try faces rising unem¬
ployment, a state
budget crisis in 44 of
50 states, a budget
deficit, and low con¬
sumer confidence.
When asked about
their predictions for
the 2004 election, all
four panelists suggest¬
ed that it was too soon
to make any sort of
accurate predictions.
Hodgkin did suggest,
however, that Cheney
might step down for
health reasons and that
the Democratic nomi¬
nee would be the can¬
didate with the most
money and the highest
poll
rating
on
Mon.- Fri. 6:30 am - 4:00 pm
December 31, 2003;
Sat. 7:00 am - 2:00 pm
he suggested Senator
Closed Sun.
John Kerry (D-MA)
and Senator Joseph
Lieberman (D-CT) as
frontrunners.
Thompson responded
with the thought that
99 Chestnut St.
while President Bush
looks very strong, he
Downtown Lewiston across from
could be beaten, but he
Kennedy Park
doubted
that
a
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The State of Music Address (What
Happens When MTV Goes to Hell)
by ANDY KADIN
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
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The Roots’ Phrenology: Sweetly
Blending Its Old Style with New
by BERNIE HERLYN
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
It is natural, over the course of an artist’s
career, to evolve. A change in style can be a
healthy choice for any musician. Even if they
have had prior success maintaining a single
motif, ridding themselves of the “if it ain’t
broke, don’t fix it” mantra can expand their
audience to include listeners who would other¬
wise never have purchased their music. On the
other hand, a drastic change can also alienate
long time fans of a band who have become
accustomed to a group’s distinctive sound.
The Roots, hailing from Philadelphia, have
never been known to shy from trying to break
free from the mold. They are one of the few
hip-hop groups to employ live instrumentation
in all of their songs. Two of their members,
Rahzel and Scratch, respectively, even use
their voices to create the sound effects which
dot the group’s songs. And, as they demon¬
strate on their newest LP Phrenology, The
Roots are a band in the truest sense of the
word. Few computerized beats can be found
here, and the group relies mainly on the drum¬
ming of Rahmir “?uestlove” Thompson and the
thundering bass of Lenny Flynt to create what
a set of turntables would have otherwise.
Black Thought, the band’s MC, has pulled off
a new, convincing, style that is distinctly dif¬
ferent from his previous work, exemplified on
tracks such as “Quills” and “Rock You,” the
album’s opening track. On Phrenology,
Thought has opted for a quick flow where he
seems to seamlessly float from rhyme to
rhyme. He will often use one rhyming syllable
to carry the weight for an entire verse, as he
does on “Sacrifice:”
Thought with the knack for splashin’
I’m dashin’ I mastered the craft of mashin’
The level-headed thoroughbred, the female’s
passion
Magnetic attraction be keepin’ them askin’

Alright, so I was talking with my friend Alex
who is schoolin’ in Chicago and he comment¬
ed on how they call soda out there “pop” cause
every person located in middle America is clin¬
ically insane, no offense to anyone from mid¬
dle America.. .but you are nuts. Anyway, these
days and for the past few years, soda compa¬
nies, which rule the world mind you, have
begun to repackage classic soda flavors with
new glitzy wrappers and unbelievably aggra¬
vating commercials that cater to whatever popculture is dictating to them. Honestly, people,
if it’s not exactly the same, Sierra Mist is real¬
ly fuckin close to Sprite or is it 7-Up?
Whatever. This is not unlike the music world
today. Kelly Osbourne covering Madonna’s
Papa Don’t Preach for instance. This kind of
crap is happening all over the place. People
who for some ridiculous reason are in the pub¬
lic eye using their popularity to make money
off of Madonna. What is wrong here people?
With this in mind, I present to you my music
“State of the Union” address...which is basi¬
cally what pisses me off about music today, at
least that’s how it’s starting. Who knows how
it’ll end.
My fellow Americans, lend me your ears. Do

you want to know who is responsible for
everything that is wrong with the world today?
You guessed it. Music Television...your
friends at MTV. Let me pinpoint a few main
problems here. First of all, music television is
supposed to be about music right? Well the last
time I checked, MTV doesn’t EVER play
music, EVER. Even when they play music,
it’s one of three things: pappy crap like
Britney or Christina, fake death metal bands
(which piss me off the most), or extremely
popped-out rap music. The rest of the time it’s
either some whacked show that shoves the
world’s most “beautiful” people in your face to
make you feel bad about yourself or the Real
World, which is just a giant plot to get a three¬
some on camera. I think when bands get big
enough that MTV wants to run their video, a
band has a choice to sell out. They can go
along with MTVfthe devil), do their inter¬
views, go along with their media hype, proba¬
bly sell a lot more records, but completely sac¬
rifice the artistic integrity of their music. On
the other hand, they can play their music video
on their website, for free, to anyone who wants
to see it, unless you have a Mac, then you can’t
watch it. There are bands who have gotten
around selling their souls to MTV like

See MUSIC, page 11

The crews in the Cadillacs with the
Pendergrassin’
Swerve half-naked, won’t come near crashin’
Black Thought’s emphasis on continuity in his
rhymes and verses is what makes his style even
more unique and convincing. His backing
band only reinforces what Thought is doing
with the vocals.
One of the highlights of Phrenology where
the musicians of The Roots crew shine is on
“Water,” a ten minute epic which has ?uestlove, Flynt, and Kamal on keys exploring dif¬
ferent soundscapes. Black Thought raps lines
like “I’m far from a hater/And I don’t say I
love you ‘cause the way I feel is greater” with
a unique sense of urgency as the other musi¬
cians create the sounds of waterfalls and cas¬
cades with nothing but drums, a bass and a
keyboard. Tahir, the producer of the track,
even employs a moog as ?uestlove and the oth¬
ers go on various solos and tangents to set the
mood. “Water” is a track that is so unexpected
and will raise many an eyebrow. Screams,
loud crashes, thundering pianos and the guitar
of The Roots’s newest member, Ben Kenney,
are certainly elements that will leave any long¬
time fan of the band surprised and bewildered.
Innovation and evolution are constructive
modifications, though, that this group can pull
off and still not lose the style that they have
maintained for over a decade.
Then there are tracks such as “Quills,” one of
the album’s best, which have at once the ambi¬
ence of some of The Roots ’s older tracks, while
simultaneously presenting something fresh and
new. The transformation of the band has made
their sound even more distinguishable, includ¬
ing the addition of numerous guest artists.
Everyone from Nelly Furtado to Talib Kweli to
Amiri Baraka makes appearances to reinforce
The Roots’s desire to create complex musical
combinations. Baraka, a famous poet and
See ROOTS, page 11

Prove that you don’t have your imagi¬
nation beaten out of you, write for the
AE Section (email ldavis)

Website Attempts To Get Movies
With Smoking an “R” Rating
by JACK LEVY
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
It seems that the anti-smoking campaign in
this country has gone a little too far. You may
be saying to yourself that this fact is not news;
in fact, what is it doing in the newspaper. For
many of the social, and in this case, health
problems, that exist there seems to be a need to
place blame, and that blame, unfortunately
falls largely on the entertainment industry.
There has now developed a group that wants to
give any movie with smoking in it an “R” rat¬
ing. This website, smokefreemovies.ucsf.com,
claims that the film industry is advertising for
big tobacco by using product placement of cig¬
arettes in movies. While there may be some
validity to this claim, and smoking is a major
health issue, the film, and entertainment indus¬
try as a whole, become easy targets for blame
and for attack by this anti-smoking group and
many other well-intentioned people who see
the entertainment industry as an easy way out.
Blame for violence in schools has been
placed on music and musical artists, in the
same fashion that movies are being blamed for
smoking and the addiction that is a serious
health problem in this country, and all over the
world. Marilyn Manson was heavily blamed
for the shootings at Columbine because the two
boys listened to his music. This claim, like the
one that Smoke Free Movies is making, is
unfounded. While Smoke Free Movies’
actions and desires are trying to serve a noble
cause, the way in which they are being carried
out are not so noble. Giving any movie with
cigarettes or smoking in it an “R” rating will
not stop children from smoking. Many chil¬
dren under the age of seventeen find their way
into R-rated movies everyday. Thus, the prob¬
lem will not be solved by this action, nor does
the root of the problem lie with the promotion
of cigarettes through the film industry.

In order to respond to the validity of free
speech and the idea that Smoke Free Movies is
trying censor films, the website states,
“Hollywood — like the tobacco industry —
loves to hide behind cries of ‘censorship’ and
constitutional protections of free speech in the
First Amendment. And certainly no one wants
the government regulating what’s in movies.”
Firstly, “to hide behind cries of ‘censorship” is
an interesting way to state the rights that film¬
makers and the film industry has. The website
goes on to state that “In the end, of course,
Hollywood should remain free to promote
tobacco in its movies - so long as any such
movie receives an “R” rating and is preceded
with an effective anti-tobacco advertisement to
neutralize the pro-tobacco images in the film.”
Again, Smoke Free Movies is promoting a
good cause, but attacking the problem in an
ineffective and irrelevant manner.
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Burton’s Edward Scissorhands:
The Essence of Imagination
by LEE DAVIS

with our eyes.
Within the film, Burton does everything
needed to have Edward jump out of the screen
to electrically charge our own childish imagi¬
Why is it that the most bizarre images can be
nations. Johnny Depp’s facial expressions,
so entertaining? Why do we smile and laugh
while playing Edward, alone make this film
when we watch a man with ten-inch long, razor
worth while. The near expressionless, pale
sharp shears for hands (dressed in an all-out
face simultaneously cries out innocence,
leather outfit straight out of Mad Max: The
curiosity, and fear. The slightest bit of physical
Road Warrior) ride down the middle of subur¬
contact - whether a hug is given or a bit of
bia in the passenger seat of a sun-shine yellow
foundational make-up is applied- sends
Ford Mustang with an Avon representative at
Edward into shakes and quivers, like a small
the wheel? As they drive past two children
dog being sniffed at by a larger one. The way
running and diving onto a slip and slide, the
that Edward curls his wrists above his chest
man with scissors for hands gets excited and
when he goes to sleep (as not to puncture the
attempts to point out the joyous children to his
water bed), or the air of professionalism that he
driver, nearly decapitating her. Of course, the
assumes' when hedging the bushes into
man’s name is Edward, and the film is none
dinosaurs or bowling men are so visually lurother than Tim Burton’s whacked out film,
mg tnat
that we forget
Edward Scissorhands, a
Edward has less than
fairy tale of a man
five minutes of dia¬
invented with scissors
for hands who gradually SciSSOrhands are all the
logue throughout the
film.
becomes integrated into things that perhaps We
Burton also does
small town, cherry pie
America’s suburbs.
forget to look for when we everything in his
power to illustrate that
On many top-ten lists watch a UlOVie, Tm UOt
Edward is an outsider
for movies of the 1990s,
in this sheltered and
Burton’s film, however, talking about plot or
ultimately conserva¬
Sk°o,X
Coders, but the very
tive suburbia (think
David Lynch’s Blue
only to be watched essence of the things we
Velvet or Twin Peaks).
much appreciated. The l°°k at> both in the real
The most hysterical
idea behind this movie
reason for this may be world and in OUr ilUagiis the utter indifference
that we know not where
.
„
to
place
Edward nation.
that the suburbanites
hold towards Edward,
Scissorhands in our
-while walking around
hearts, perhaps some
with the already said razor sharp, 10 inch
place in between Freddy’s Nightmare on Elm
shears for hands in a tight leather outfit. They
street and Blue Velvet. The film’s plot and
know him to be “special,” but until they see the
characters barely rise above the typical
damage that the scissors can inflict they only
Hollywood love story formula -flat and inor¬
see Edward as an entertainment (and even as
ganic- but to focus on these points completely
one neighbor illustrates, a new sex toy). In an
misses the fun in watching this flick.
interview with David Breskin (Inner Views.
At heart in Edward Scissorhands are all the
Faber and Faber 1992), Burton explains,
things that perhaps we forget to look for when
“These characters are all fucked up [Edward
we watch a movie, I’m not talking about plot or
Scissorhands, Batman, Pee-Wee Herman, and
characters, but the very essence of the things
Beetlejuice of Burton’s other films]. They are
we look at, both in the real world and in our
impurely pure. If Batman got therapy he prob¬
imagination. In this way, Burton becomes one
ably wouldn’t be doing this, he wouldn’t be
of the all time film masters at expressing his
putting on this bat suit and we wouldn’t have
ideas with one percent dialogue and ninetythis weird guy running around in a cape. So
nine percent visuality. Burton and Edward
there is a form of things not being integrated
Scissorhands should be resurrected from the
back of our minds to remind us of the very
pleasures that can be felt merely by watching
See BURTON, page 11
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Tim Burton (left) and Johnny Depp as Edward (right):
Does the Striking Resemblance hint autobiography?

“At heart in Edward
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Editor’s Movie Pick of the Week:
aflJIHHHt

Or. StrangelOYe
Or.
Inmd

Doctor Strangelove or: How I Learned To Stop Worrying And Love
The Bomb (1964)
A Stanley Kubrick Film
With Peter Sellers, George C. Scott, and Sterling Hayden
The Plot:
One of the U.S. Military’s Commanders goes “a little funny in the head” and initiates a nuclear war on Russia. As Kubrick’s
second full length feature war movie, Doctor Strangelove makes nuclear war look like an episode of Hogan’s Heroes.
The Lowdown:
Voted number 11 on IMDB .corn’s top 250 movies of all time, Doctor Strangelove dominates with its hilarious cynicism,
great script, and highly stylized camera work. Also, is all too reminiscent of the Bush Administration.
Quotations:
[The President calls an intoxicated Soviet Premier.]
President Merkin Muffley: [to Kissoff] Hello? ... Ah ... I can’t hear too well. Do you suppose you could turn the music down
just a little? ... Oh-ho, that’s much better. ... yeah ... huh ... yes ... Fine, I can hear you now, Dmitri.... Clear and plain and
coming through fine. ... I’m coming through fine, too, eh? ... Good, then ... well, then, as you say, we’re both coming through
fine. ... Good. ... Well, it’s good that you're fine and ... and I'm fine. ... I agree with you, it's great to be fine. ... a-ha-ha-ha-ha
... Now then, Dmitri, you know how we've always talked about the possibility of something going wrong with the Bomb. ...
The *Bomb*, Dmitri.... The *hydrogen* bomb! ... Well now, what happened is ... ah ... one of our base commanders, he had
a sort of... well, he went a little funny in the head ... you know ... just a little ... funny.
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Pappy Crap, Fake Death Metal
Bands, and Popped Out Rap
MUSIC, from page 9

Expression Without
Images of Buddhists
Dialogue
From Around the
World Featured in
Bates Exhibit
BURTON, from page 10

LEWISTON, Maine — An exhibition of
photographs titled “From Lynn to Lhasa:
Photographs of Cambodian, Chinese, and
Tibetan Buddhists” by Harvard photographer
Kris Snibbe opened at the Bates College
Chapel on Sunday, Jan. 26, with a 3 p.m.
reception, open to the public at no charge. The
exhibit runs through March 31 and is open to
the public free of charge. Call 207-786-8272
for more information.
The display features Snibbe’s personal doc¬
umentary photographs that contrast the lives
of Cambodian, Chinese and Tibetan Buddhists
in the Boston area with the lives of Buddhists
in Lhasa, Tibet. The photographs ask ques¬
tions about the compelling differences in vari¬
ous Buddhist traditions, while paying homage
to their common humanity.
“For me, photography is a way of learning,
communicating and phrasing questions that
culminate in a fraction of a second,” says
Snibbe, a staff photographer at the Harvard
Office of News and Public Affairs since 1993.
Snibbe’s work appears regularly in the
Harvard University Gazette and has also
appeared in publications such as Boston
Magazine and the German news magazine Der
Spiegel.

that is quite appealing... There is a charm
about characters that know not what they do,
but do it purely.”
Both the ideas of visual expression and
Edward as outsider lead to one of Burton’s
most important ideas: the pain felt of being
misunderstood. One can say that the feeling of
being misunderstood applies to both Burton
and Johnny Depp. Burton comments again
with Breskin that Depp is a normal guy, but
he’s perceived as dark and difficult and weird
in the entertainment business (somehow
Depp’s dark complexion gives, him an eerie,
mysterious and untrustable look). Burton is
similar, a rather unsociable man with dark,
unkempt and knotted hair typical of a mad sci¬
entist, who loves spending time by himself. In
a world where communication is key to suc¬
cess, perhaps we are all too sympathetic to
Edward’s great inability to verbally communi¬
cate with those around him.

Radiohead and, for the most part, the Red Hot
Chili Peppers. Most bands who appear on
MTV appear to have some affiliation with the
station itself however, it is possible, like
Radiohead and the Chili Peppers, to have
your really cool videos played on the air, but
still maintain that separation from the MTV
collective that swallows up your favorite
music everyday.
Granted I listen to a lot of music that would
make most of you leave the room, it baffles
me that in the music business today, bands
like Wilco and Interpol slip through the
cracks. People just eat what they are fed,
whether they like it or not, just to be able to
relate to the rest of the MTV viewing popula¬
tion, in order to hook up with the guy/girl they
have been pining over and most likely won’t
get. That ties in with another thing that piss¬
es me off. Why is it that jocks feel the need
to BLAST songs like “Tiny Dancer” and crap
like that and sing along? Is it an attempt to
show their sensitive sides? Well fellas, it’s
not working. Watching three hundred-pound
giant-necked beasts convulse to hit the high
notes that only Elton John can conduct prop¬
erly isn’t really what I want to see when I go
out on the weekends. But hey, to each his
own. I’m not attacking anyone here. Except
MTV, they can kiss my ass.
On a good note, there is music out there
worth listening to but you have to look for it,
which sucks, but it’s my favorite thing to do.
Here’s a few great ways to check out new
music that you’ve never heard of. Usually,
what I do is go to www.allmusic.com and type
in a band that I have been recently interested
in. From there you get all the information you
could EVER want and more about that band,
plus it has lists of those bands’ influences and
followers which is great cause then you know
where your favorite band’s sound comes
from. Like for instance, the Smashing
Pumpkins get their sound from My Bloody
Valentine, and they followed in the footsteps
of the Velvet Underground, as most of my
favorite bands tend to do. OK, also if you
find something cool that you want to know
more about, then go to www.pitchforkmedia.com, where you can get honest reviews
about new releases, which most of the time
are real funny too. Don’t get to caught up in
Pitchfork though cause a lot of the time their

reviews suck ass, which means I disagree
with them. For instance, I think the Apples in
Stereo are fantastic but every Pitchfork
review of them says they suck.
Have a good week... more to come. For now,
here’s some music you should check out:
Apples in Stereo - Her Wallpaper Reverie
Pretty palatable poppy music, everyone will
like this stuff. Much better Beatles reverence
than Oasis.
The Shins - Oh Inverted World...
One of my favorite bands to this date, great
Beach Boys-esque lo-fi pop music, very fun
loving.
Interpol - Turn on the Bright Lights
I know I said to buy this album last week or
the week before or something, but.. .its just so
damn good, at least download some of it and
see for yourself, then buy it.

The Evolution
Of The Roots
ROOTS, from page 9
scholar, forcefully recites his poetry over what¬
ever sounds the band care to make. There are
a few simple riffs from Ben Kenney’s guitar
while ?uestlove, famous for his drum solos at
live shows, improvises with snare drums and
crashing cymbals.
The Roots have accomplished an impressive
feat with Phrenology. One of the true master¬
pieces of 2002, the band has introduced new
avenues where hip-hop could be headed in the
future as the music industry looks to certain
artists to subvert expectations and promote
unconventional ideas. So much of Phrenology
is both old and new, yet one thing is clear: it is
by far one of the most welcome albums to
grace hip-hop in the new millennium, at a time
when few are striving to do not much more
than recycle styles record companies have long
since exhausted.

Movie Times Effective Fri. 1/31 Through Thurs. 2-6
* No 7:05 show Fri, Sat or Sun.

Bates’ Film
Board Presents:
“Punch Drunk
Love”
Feb. 7-9

Final Destination (R)_1:20,4:15,7:15,9:40_
The Recruit (PG13)

1:30,4:25,7:30,9:50

Confessions of a Dangerous Mind (R) 1:15,4:05,7:05*, 9:30
A Guy Thing (PG13)

4:55,7:30,9:45

National Security (PG13)

1:00,3:00,5:00,7:25,9:25

Kangaroo Jack (PG)

12:50,2:55,5:05,7:20,9:20

Just Married (PG13)

1:10,3:10,5:10,7:10,9:35

Catch Me If You Can (PG13)

1:05,4:00,7:00, 9:45

Gangs of New York (R)

12:55

The Two Towers (PG13)

12:45, 4:10, 7:35

Wild Thornberry’s Movie (PG)

1:25,3:10

Maid in Manhattan (PG13)

4:20,7:00,9:15

iEJje Patess i§>tubent

Question on the Quad

Tuesday, February 4, 2003

What do you want your new RA president to
do for you?

“Well...wink, wink,
nudge, nudge.”

“Pay Ian Stevenson.”

“Let me blueslip
Parker.”

“A bar on campus!!!”

Laurie Jacobs ‘04

Joe Cleary, Ian Gemmell
and Jake Crowell ‘03

Adam Staley ‘05

Sean Atkins and Pat
Boyaggi ‘03

Photographs by Becky Greenberg, Reported by Sarah Paruolo

find out how:
COME TO ONE OF THE INFORMATION SESSIONS BELOW - BOTH FEATURE SPEAKER CHELSEA DODGEN ‘00

Thursday February 6th, 6:30-7:30 p.m. Career Services
Friday February 7th, 12-1 p.m. Chase Hall Rowe Room

FINAL APPLICATION DEADLINE: FEBRUARY 21

TEACHF0RAMERICA
www.teachforamerica.org
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DOMINO’S vs. PAPA JOHN’S
by MATT GAGNE
SPORTS EDITOR
To be or not to be... Tastes Great, Less
Filling... Should I stay or should I go...
These are just a few of the either-orquestions that boggle the mind and fluster
millions of Americans as they go about
their daily routines. For the typical
Batesie, the average day is spent
searching for answers to per¬
plexing questions like:
What am I doing in
Maine? How do I
wade through six
feet of snow?
Where’s the beer?
And did I really
spend Friday night
with that person?
As we sit in class and
look out the window, we
try like hell to block out our pro¬
fessors’ inane babbling and that godforsak¬
en Friday night. We ponder the what ifs:
What if I had gone to school below the
Arctic Circle? What if I had friends? Why
can’t I break a Nalgene bottle? And
damnit, why didn’t I just get a pizza last
Friday?
Your teammate walks into class and joy¬
fully announces your walk of shame, let¬
ting everyone know what it’s like to trudge
from Frye Street to JB in the frosty hours
of dawn’s early light. Lately that walk has
become all too familiar, and you go back
in time, playing out the scenario in your
head... You pick up the phone and dial for
pizza.. .but then it hits you... DOMINO’S
or PAPA JOHN’S?
Late last night and early this morning,
The Bates Student conducted an experi¬
ment, unbeknownst to its participants, on
the quality and service of the college’s two
largest pizza providers.
At 11:11 p.m. on Monday, two calls
were made on two separate landlines to
Papa John’s and Domino’s. Deputy Editor

Jason Hirschhom was initially put on hold
by Papa John’s, but was able to put
through his order for a large cheese pizza,
with extra seasonings, extra garlic sauce,
and a two-liter bottle of Barg’s Root Beer.
Total: $11.70, $16 including tip.
Copy Editor Michelle Geiss put in the
call to Domino’s, ordering a large cheese
pizza, a.k.a., the Bates Special. The total
came to $7.50, $10 including tip.
News Editor Chrissy
: footed the bill.
Unfortunately
for her and
the rest of
the staff,
Domino’s
was any¬
thing
but

special,
short-bus
at
best.
Half an hour passed and a
certain Forum Editor couldn’t stop think¬
ing about his Friday night: dinner for one
at the den, thesis, and a warm hug from his
Britney Spears poster. Then the phone
rang at 11:47 p.m. “Hello, this is Mitchell
from Domino’s. Yeah, we’re going to be
another twenty minutes...”
Twelve minutes later, at
11:59 p.m., Papa John’s
called. Estimated time of
arrival: five minutes. John
from Papa John’s arrived
on time and the transaction
was made at 12:03 a.m.,
Tuesday.
Greeted by Sports Editor
Mr. Yours Truly and Mr. Hirschhom, who
continued to brag about an Intramural
Basketball victory, John was excited about
his victory and was more than willing to
have his picture taken. When an exuberant
Mr. Gagne asked John if he minded letting
him have his picture taken while pretend¬
ing to drive the Papa John’s car, John
replied, “Yeah, actually I do.”

The staff quickly devoured one of Papa
John’s finest,
as
Rob
Fallon and
Ms.
Dove
waited on the
sidewalk for
Domino’s to
deliver the
goods.
At
12:22 a.m., a
bewildered
SUV mean¬
dered down
Campus
Ave., drove
past
chase
hall, turned around, and finally delivered
the pizza. A reflective Lee Davis scoffed at
Domino’s old add campaign, saying, “30
minutes or less? For what? I think this guy
had to run something over so he could
cook the pizza.”
“Somewhere,” joked Editor-in-Chief
David Weliver, “a young child will wake
up Tuesday morning to find her cat miss¬
ing and the window slightly ajar. The pizza
looked that awful!”
The Domino’s guy declined to have his
picture taken. It was per¬
haps a move that John
from Papa John’s could
have anticipated. As we
explained our contest to
John and told him he beat
out Domino’s, he proudly
exclaimed, “Well, I could
have told you that!”
A few parting notes:
“Relative to Domino’s,” noted one
Student staffer, “Papa John’s came quicker
than an 18-year-old virgin holding hands
with a girl for the first time.”
Domino’s is in Auburn while Papa
John’s is right around the comer in
Lewiston. While we would have taken
quality into consideration, the Domino’s
pizza had more egregious bubbles than a

Bates Skiing Places Seventh
by DAN MAXWELL
STAFF WRITER
This past weekend’s Eastern Intercollegiate
Ski Associations (EISA) University of Vermont
Carnival resulted in the Bobcat men and
women dropping one place from the season’s
past competitions.
Also dropping CBB bragging rights, Bates
finished seventh of twelve schools, just eight
points behind Colby, but 235 ahead of the Polar
Bears of Bowdoin College. UVM dominated
the competition, besting UNH by nearly 100
points.
The nordic and alpine teams were led by top
individual finishers Justin Easter and Haley
Johnson, with both finishing fourth in their
respective 10-k events. The men’s race, as
usual, was won by UVM’s Ethan Foster, who
crossed the line with no pursuing competition
in sight. Easter finished with a time of 33 min¬
utes, 33.8 seconds, just a half second behind
UVM’s Lowell Bailey. Easter’s regular backup
man Seth Hubbard dropped back nearly twenty
spots from last week, finishing next to last
autumn’s cross country teammate Dan Johnson
of Detroit Lakes, Minnesota. The two placed
fortieth and forty-first, respectively, both just
over 37 and a half minutes.
Jon Riley of Cape Elizabeth, Maine moved
up through the field of 65 to place twentyfourth, exactly two minutes behind Easter.
Along with the men’s 3x5 nordic relay team,
the men’s 10-k racers placed (as an event) the
best for Bates at fifth. Easter, Riley, and
Hubbard made up the relay team that finished

in 40 minutes, 52 seconds.
Haley Johnson though, for the women,
placed fourth in a field of a less competitors:
57. Johnson trailed behind UVM’s Emily
Klemp (third) by six seconds, UNH’s Kate
Underwood (second), and leader Anna Mcloon
of Harvard who crossed the line in 39 minutes,
47 seconds, 32 seconds ahead of Johnson.
Senior Jane Marshall of Boise, Idaho, was not
far off of Johnson with a fifteenth place finish,
rising thirteen spots from UNH’s carnival just
over a week ago. Junior Abbi Harris and cap¬
tain Kat Bennett finished thirty-seventh and
thirty-ninth, respectively, surrounding the thir¬
ty-eighth place finish by Colby freshman
Hillary Easter, sister of Justin Easter.
The Bobcat women racked up the most
points in any event for Bates over the weekend,
with 69, good for sixth place in the event over¬
all. The women’s 3x5 relay, composed of
Johnson, Bennett, and Marshall finished ninth
in the event. Johnson held the fourth best split
of any female competitor, helping her team to a
finish in 49 minutes, 24 seconds.
The men’s and women’s alpine teams did not
fare as well as the nordic squad. The top indi¬
vidual finishers came in the women’s slalom,
where freshman Erin Bragg and senior captain
Megan Friend finished eleventh and twelfth,
respectively.
Friend managed to oust
Bowdoin’s Siri Ashton from the top twelve by
finishing just eight one hundredths of a second
ahead. Colby’s Abbi and Jenny Lathrop have
continued to drop back from their first and sec¬
ond places of two weeks ago at the Saint
Lawrence carnival. Abbi finished third and

Jenny seventh, both behind Dartmouth’s Emily
Copeland who came in at a total time of 1
minute, 37 seconds after two runs. Bragg fin¬
ished in 1 minute, 41.42 seconds, .38 seconds
ahead of Friend. The giant slalom, though, was
not so easy for the Bates women. Bragg led the
team in twenty-eighth place.
The men’s slalom brought 50 points to the
team thanks to the twentieth place finish by
junior David Baker. His total time after two
runs ended at 1 mfnute, 36.55 seconds. The
giant slalom, meanwhile, produced two decent
finishes. Freshman Sawyer Fahy led Baker by
two places, coming in nineteenth, Baker in
twenty-first. The freshman/senior combo
helped the team to hold onto eighth place in the
GS event.
As far as the NESCAC goes, Middlebury
College remains on top, scoring 613 points
over the course of the weekend (151 ahead of
Bates). Williams remains in its regular posi¬
tion, but the major change is the shift by Bates
and Colby. In their upcoming carnival in
Hanover, New Hampshire, the Bobcats will
certainly look to gain back the lost spot as well
as they keep their focus on improving their
overall rank. On Friday and Saturday, February
14-15, the teams will head south to
Williamstown, Massachusetts to meet Williams
College on their home mountain, then to
Middlebury, Vermont the week after. After a
weekend to rest, the top ‘Cats will drive back to
Dartmouth for the NCAA championships. The
UVM carnival marks the middle of the regular
season, meaning that the national champi¬
onship is growing ever nearer.

poorly tapped keg. People living in the faroff village
of
Page
Hall, how-

ever,
should
consider
Domino’s
as
an
acceptable
alterna¬
tive, see¬
ing most
sled dog
teams take
six
to

seven
business days to traverse the frozen tundra
formerly known as the Quad.
Speaking from personal experience and
many Friday nights replete with pizza, the
staff knows that Domino’s has its share of
kick-ass delivery guys, especially Bob,
while Papa John’s doesn’t quite have an
all-around All-Star lineup. So it’s tough to
say that either Domino’s or Papa John’s is
infinitely better than the other. While we
enjoyed Papa John’s pizza more than
Domino’s’, we would have gladly taken
Domino’s’ pie at 2 a.m. on a Friday night.
One thing going for Papa John’s is that it
stays open ‘til 2 a.m., whereas Domino’s is
not your friend when your other friend is
trying to take you home.
If anything, both pizzas were better than
that french bread, welcome-back-tofourth-grade-lunch-pizza they serve in
Commons. And now you have one less
question to ponder: Should I go to
Commons or order pizza?
Dial 9 my friend. Dial 9.
Photos: Top Left: Pizza cutout, the actual
goods delivered by Domino’s. Top Right:
John from Papa John’s delivers pizza to
Matt Gagne. They share a Kodak moment.
Bottom Center: Rob Fallon shows his
chalkboard drawing of the Domino’s guy.

SPORTS TRIVIA
Last week The Student asked: Who is
the only lineman in the history of
Bates College football to score a
touchdown and win the Glutton Bowl
in the same year?
The correct answer is Ethan
Dolleman, the pride and joy of
Biddeford, Maine.
Scott Cooper, who can only aspire to
be Ethan Dolleman, answered the
question correctly and won the final
drawing, receiving a $10 credit at the
Den. He thought about donating his
winnings to charity, he said, but
quickly rescinded his offer after
visions of bacon double-cheeseburg¬
ers danced in his head.
This Week’s Big Question:
If you want $10 for the Den, write a
sports related poem of at least six
lines. We don’t care what it is, just
make sine it’s about sports in some
way. Lame question, true. But we’re
banking on no one writing in. We’ll
draw a winner or buy ourselves more
pizza.
EMAIL YOUR POETRY TO

myaenefdhates.edu
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Men’s Basketball Splits Weekend
M.HOOPS
Continued from back page

knocking down 2 of 3 from behind the threepoint line.
In the second half the contest really heated
up. The two squads battled like heavyweight
fighters, one side would land a few stiff shots
right on the jaw, but the other side, refusing to
go down, would answer with some blows of
their own.
The Bobcats took their first lead of the game,
47-44, with 13:34 left to play. Bates couldn’t
push its lead beyond six points in the second
half.

‘One good thing about
being 4-1 in the league is
that we know we're defi¬
nitely going to be in the
tournament and there's a
good chance we can face
these guys again. Our
motto this year in contin¬
uous improvement and
we found something we
need to get better at. We 'll
take that as a positive
and move forward.’
- Joe Reilly
With under a minute to play and the Bobcats
trying to hold onto their slim lead, Trinity made
things interesting. Ryan Uszenski hit a threepointer to cut the Bobcat lead to one. Bates
sophomore Jon Furbush was fouled and drained
both of his shots to make it 64-61. The
Banthoms would not concede defeat. With

Becky Greenberg/The Bates Student

ANGELO SALVAGGIO gets tangled up with a Trinity player Friday. With the Third Half out in full force, Bates
and the Bobcat faithful were too much to handle.
"There was about four seconds left and coach
Reilly said just scramble, get the ball in, turn
and go. (Chris) Messinger was on the other end
of the court looking to get open and I knew the
clock was winding down, so I just launched it.
It hit the rim and bounced straight up and I
thought, 'Oh, It's got a chance!' It felt good. It's
great."
"With four seconds left, what I did was I
counted out four seconds very slowly in the
huddle to illustrate to the guys how much time
you actually have once you catch the ball,"
Reilly said. "It was designed to get Brian the
ball and he was going to drive down the court
and kick it for an extra pass or take a shot if he
had it."
Co-Captain C.J. Neely tied for a game high

Christina Dove/The Bates Student

THE WIZARD Brian Gerrity worked his magic with the ball Friday, hitting
a game-winning shot at the buzzer to give Bates a 67-64 win over Trinity.
seven seconds left on the clock John Halas
knocked down a three-pointer to knot things up
64-64.
Only 4 seconds remained in regulation and it
appeared that the game was going to have to be
decided in overtime.
That’s when sophomore point guard Brian
Gerrity stepped up and sent the Banthoms on
their way with some lovely parting gifts.
Gerrity took the inbound pass and tight-roped
past two Trinity defenders on the sideline,
crossed half court, leaned in and launched a
shot from about 5 feet behind the three point
line. It was like slow motion as the ball hit the
back iron, went straight up in the air and came
back down through the hoop for the game-win¬
ning basket. Alumni Gym exploded and Bates
improved to 4-0 in the NESCAC.
"I can't even believe it!" said Gerrity, smiling
from ear to ear. " They did it to us last year and
and we did it right back to them this year.

with 17 points to go with his seven rebounds,
and one blocked shot for the Bobcats. Fellow
co-captain Angelo Salvaggio dropped 15
points, as did Furbush, who also grabbed seven
boards. Gerrity finished with only five points,
but he saved three of those for the biggest
moment of the night, the buzzer beater which
launched Bates into a showdown with Amherst
College on Saturday afternoon.
Fast Forward to Saturday.

Oh what a difference a day makes.
Amherst arrived at Alumni Gymnasium on
Saturday after suffering their first conference
loss of the season to Tufts on Friday night. No.
8 ranked Lord Jeffs were on a mission, and they
shocked the Bobcats and all the fans who
packed the house at Alumni this past weekend.
Bates got out to an early lead, going up by as

much as six points, but Amherst never let and five boards.
things get out of reach. With 4:49 left in the
The Bobcats now sit at 16-3 (4-1 in
first half, Amherst made their move when NESCAC), and nothing has been decided yet.
Andrew Schiel hit a three-pointer to make the Amherst, Williams, and Bates have each suf¬
score 31-30 in favor of the Jeffs. From there fered one loss in the conference and there are
Amherst put together a run that put them up 42- plenty of games yet to be played, including a
30 at the half.
Bates-Williams match up later this month. The
In the second half the Bobcats fought Bobcats will look to rebound from Saturday’s
admirably, battling to stay within reach of the disappointment and take out their anger on-who
Jeffs, but the guys in purple weren’t missing else but Bowdoin and Colby. A lot of basket¬
too many shots, and they
ball is still left to be
were forcing the Bobcats - - played
and
the
into making mistakes
Bobcats are still right
with the ball. After about
in the thick of the
the 16:30 mark in the sec¬
hunt.
ond half Amherst just
"I like the fact that
took off and never looked
we didn't give up and
back until the final buzzer
I like the fact that the
sounded and the score
guys really stuck
read HOME 60, GUESTS
together," Reilly said.
90.
"We're 16-3 and in a
"I thought we got out¬
position to have one
played and the better team
of the best teams - if
won today," Bates coach
,,
,7 .
.
..
not the best team - in
Joe Reilly said. "We had
the history of Bates
15 turnovers in the first
basketball.
half and you can't do that
Sometimes you need
against a good basketball
to take one step backteam. We were holding it
wardsf t0 tak® utw°
t #
steps forward. I think
together, but it finally
caught up with us. They
that could be the case
really got after us in the
tod^'
,
.
7
One good thing
half-court, defensively,
and we didn't respond and
about being 4-1 in the
we were weak with the
league is that we
ball.”
know we're definitely
going to be in the
The big guys for
Amherst did a heck of a job on Bates co-captain tournament and there's a good chance we can
C.J. Neely, holding him to two points in the face these guys again. Our motto this year in
game. They also forced Bates into 22 turnovers continuous improvement and we found some¬
which resulted in 29 points for the Lord Jeffs. thing we need to get better at. We'll take that as
They also shot about 52 percent from the field, a positive and move forward."
including 47 percent from threepoint range, while holding the
Bobcats to under 40 percent from the
floor. Add these things up and it’s a
recipe for disaster if you’re a Bobcat
fan.
John Donovan of Amherst led
Amherst with 22 points on 7 of 10
shooting, and 4 out of 5 from three- Earn $1,000 -2,000 this semester with a
point land. Also, senior forward
Steve Zieja scored 13 points and proven CampusFundraiser 3-hour
became Amherst’s all-time leading fundraising event. Our programs
scorer.
make fundraising easy with no risks.
Bates
co-captain
Angelo
Salvaggio led all scorers with 25 Fundraising dates are filling quickly,
points to go with his team-leading so get with the program! It works.
nine rebounds. He was 5 of 8 from Contact CampusFundraiser at (888)
behind the arc. Gerrity contributed
10 points in the losing effort, while 923-3238, or visit:
Elliot Linsley chipped in six points
www. campusfundr aiser. com

‘One good thing about
being 4-1 in the league is
that we know we're defi¬
nitely going to be in the
tournament and there's a
good chance we can face
these guys again. Our
motto this year in contin¬
uous improvement, and
we found something we
need to get better at. We'll
take that as a positive
and move forward.’
Joe Reilly

Sports Teams — Clubs
~ Student Groups
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year on the court. Last year these two teams
split the season series with Bates taking the
game in Lewiston, 88-75, while Colby was vic¬
torious in the contest in Waterville, 91-79.
Colby enters this weekends play losers of
their last three games including a devastating
87-44 beat down at the hands of William last
weekend. Colby is led by senior Kevin
Crosman (13.7 ,8.2 rpg, and a team-leading
12 blocks), and sophomore Pat McGowan
(13.7 ppg, and leads the Mules with 33 steals).
After their first run-in with the Bobcats, the
Polar Bears of Bowdoin aren’t to anxious to
get back on the court with C.J., Sal, and the rest
of the guys in Alumni Gym. In December the
‘Cats took it to them by a score of 85-68. In
that meeting senior Danny Ginn ended with a
game-high 24 points and seven boards for
Bowdoin. Angelo Salvaggio scored 21 points
(15 in the second half), while Brian Gerrity
dropped 18. Chris Messinger posted 15 and
C.J. Neely had 12 in the win.
Last year Bowdoin managed a split of the
regular season series also, going down at
Alumni 68-63, and then rolling up big numbers
in Brunswick to the tune of a 71-53 victory
over the Bobcats.
But the Polar Bears haven’t exactly been on

‘No wonder (Bates) wins
in this damn place
Trinity coach, on the
Alumni crowd.
-

Lady Bobcats Take Two

Becky GreenberyAThe Bates Student

OLIVIA ZUREK THROWS UP a floater against UMF last Tuesday. After struggling a bit, the Bobcat downed UMF
and went on to beat NESCAC foes Trinity and Amherst on the road.
W.HOOPS

a tear of late either, losing their last four games
and three of those were to conference competi¬
tors. They’ll rely on Danny Ginn (14.9 ppg),
and Kyle Petrie (13.6 ppg, 7.6 rpg, and 4.3
apg).
Bates has one of those squads that can hit
you from all different angles. You try to lock in
on one guy and there are several guys capable
of having a big night. Neely leads the team
with 18.7 points per game and he also grabs
nearly six (5.7) boards a game, but there is also
his partner in crime, fellow co-captain
Salvaggio, who torches teams for 15.4 points a
game, leads the team with seven rebounds a
game, and is hitting at about a 42 percent clip
from three-point range. No one can forget point
guard Brian Gerrity. Gerrity, who directs traffic
better than a four-way stop, contributes 13.7
points every night, as well as 4.2 assists, and
drains 47 percent of his shots from behind the
arc, and he leads the squad with 24 steals.
Newcomer Jon Furbush elevates his game
against NESCAC competition from 8.7 points
per game to 11.6, and he tosses ‘em in from
long range at a rate of 48 percent. It’s been pick
your poison for Bobcat opponents all season.
Bates will have several things to play for this
coming weekend, besides the joy that comes
from the failure of Colby and Bowdoin. Bates
is one of the top contenders in the NESCAC
right now with Amherst and Williams, not to
mention the history that may be made this year.
With two wins this weekend the Bobcats can
tie a school record for most wins in a single
season with 18. There is also the prospect of
improving to 6-1 in the conference which is
utterly unheard of in these parts. The Bobcats
also have a lot basketball left ahead of them.
And, oh yeah, they’ve only lost once on their
home court all season. The third half has taken
its toll on opponents so far this season. Players
and coaches have lost their cool when they’ve
come into the not-so-friendly confines of
Alumni Gymnasium, most notably Tufts head
coach Bob Sheldon, who was sent packing
from Alumni two weekends ago after picking
up two technical fouls. Also, Trinity’s head
coach could be heard last weekend yelling on
the sideline, “No wonder they win in this damn
place!”
This weekend should be no different. A
weekend of round ball, Maine-style, is coming
to Bates, and the Third Half will have to make
sure they welcome the visitors properly. Don’t
forget: Friday night at 7 p.m. it’s Colby. At
halftime Friday night will be the presentation
of the CBB football Trophy will take place.
And then Saturday afternoon at 3 p.m. the
Bobcats take on the Polar Bears.

Continued from back page

Bates maintained a commanding lead
throughout the entire game.
Once again Flaherty paced the Bobcats with
22 points and 5 assists, followed by Zurek’s 18
points, eight rebounds, and five assists.
Trinity’s Michelle McCaffrey tallied a teamhigh 15 points and seven boards while team¬
mate Jennifer Gargiulo chipped in with eight
points and a game-high 13 rebounds.
Bates forced the Bantam’s to commit 38
turnovers, leading to 34 Bobcat points.
Saturday afternoon saw a more challenging
game against the Lord Jeff’s of Amherst.
After dominating the boards, Amherst led
34-29 at the half.
“Coach gave us a great half-time speech and
we turned it around,” Flaherty said.

An inspired Bobcat squad went on an 18-2
run and also caused 26 Amherst turnovers.
Olivia Zurek shined with 23 points and six
rebounds, while Flaherty and Dubois combined
for 25 points. Senior tri-captains Julia Price
added seven assists and Lisa Golobski pulled
down five of the team total 38 rebounds.
Flaherty noted defense as the key to the vic¬
tory.
“Lauren was our defensive stopper against
their number one shooter,” she said. “ As a unit
we played amazing defense which generated
our offense. We had more fast breaks this
weekend than we have had all season.”
Shannon Russell was the only Lord Jeff in
double figures with 15 points, while point
guard Sara Bozorg added seven points and five
rebounds before leaving the game with an
injury. Sarah Walker contributed six points and
nine rebounds.

A WEEK IN THE LIFE...
by ADAM CROSSMAN
COLUMNIST
After a fine playoff run that included last
week’s dreadful Super Bowl, all Oakland
Raiders fans were ordered back to their respec¬
tive cells in the California State Penitentiary to
serve out the remainder of their sentences.
As for the Philadelphia Eagles fans, they
were released from captivity and set free in the
wilderness until next fall...
It seems that the $50,000 hummer that
Lebron James received from his mom was
legal. All she had to do was get on her knees
and beg to have him reinstated. Yikes.
Speaking of Lebron, he then lost his eligibility
over a free Wes Unseld jersey. If that is not a
bad omen of things to come, well, then I don’t
know what is...
The Bates basketball fans had a nice warm¬
up for this weeks vaunted Colby-Bowdoin
series. If there are no fights this weekend then
I will be very disappointed. Just remember to
fire up the tailgate parties and don’t forget the
batteries and pennies...
A question arose this week as to the defini¬
tion of a phenom. Its very simple people, a
phenom is someone or something that is on a
whole other level. It is something that tran¬
scends what is normal and defies every law that
we know. For example, this article: not a phe¬
nom, crispitos: phenom, Milwaukee’s Best:
not a phenom: a kid named Ed in Italy: phe¬
nom...
Intramural atroot fighting basketball is start-

ing to heat up as midterms roll around. Last
years champions, the Faculty, look to punch,
kick, and bully shoot their way to a repeat.
However, there are many rival gonga other con¬
tenders who look to dethrone them by any foroo
neoeasary...
People, it may be getting warm out there but
it does not mean that sleeveless t-shirts should
be seen during the light of day so soon.
Seriously I have not seen such misuse of the
sleeveless t-shirt since eighth grade gym class.
Come on, we’re all smart people here, well at
least that’s what they tell us, use your head...
Has Joey-$ 19,000 raised the bar as far as
great television goes? I mean, you have every¬
thing here: People getting screwed, hearts get¬
ting broken, back-stabbing, shady butlers with
questionable back-door dealings. The butler by
far has the best gig since David Letterman took
over for Johnny Carson. All he does is sit their
cracking jokes and who knows what goes on
when he escorts the ladies out the door. If the
Joe Millionaire All Access DVD comes out,
I’m all over it like Mike Lopez on whoopie
pies...As far as I’m concerned, once this show
is over network television will have a hard time
recovering, at least for a few days...
And that’s a week in the life...
How many people think this article sucks?
Me too. It isn’t my fault, blame the editor.
There’s one field hockey goalie who already
hates him, so what’s another? Ha! Hey, just
watch what you say in stairwells and enjoy the
free Slush Puppies...
Go college.

Flaherty was excited by her team’s growing
confidence and cohesion, as Bates improves to
10-5 and 3-2 in NESCAC.
“Over the weekend something clicked,”
Flaherty said. “We’re finally playing the way
we know we are capable of playing. We have a
big weekend coming up with Colby and
Bowdoin, and look forward to meeting the
challenge head on.”
NOTES: Carla Flaherty was named
NESCAC women’s basketball Player of the
Week for the period ending Feb. 2. Flaherty
also earned Player of the Week honors Dec.
9.Flaherty averaged 22.3 points, 4.7 steals
and 4.0 assists per outing and made 46.2%
(6-13) of her 3-point attempts in Bates’ 3-0
week. She is 11 points shy of the 1,000point plateau.

M. TRACK
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Teammate Pat Cunningham was close behind
at 12?0?. Bates closed out the running events
on the track by winning the 4 x 400M relay in
3:28.07 and the distance medley relay in
10:39.47.
“The team met and exceeded my expecta¬
tions today,” commented Head Coach A1
Fereshetian. “Regardless of the times and dis¬
tances we saw today, each and every member
of this team showed his ability to compete. I
saw my athletes passing people and that is the
sign of a competitive track team.”
Some members of the team will look for¬
ward to a weekend off, while others will head
to Tufts in order to run some important quali¬
fying times for championship meets later in the
season. The team will regroup on the evening
of Friday, Feb. 14th for the State of Maine
Championships at USM, where the Bobcats
hope to edge rivals Bowdoin, Colby and USM.
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Big Weekend for Bates Basketball

Women Pick Up a Pair of Wins Over Trinity
and Amherst, Look to CBB Rivals
by KRISSIE WHITING
STAFF WRITER

The senior tri-captain matched her careerhigh 26 points and added five steals, while
Olivia Zurek recorded her seventh double-douThe Bates women’s basketball team cruised ble (14 points and 11 rebounds). Lauren
to a 3-0 week, obliterating its opponents by a Dubois, the conference’s leading three-point
combined score of 230 to 163.
shooter, added 15 points.
Bouncing back from a frus-Bates never trailed after
trating seven-point loss to
<yje’re finally playing 8oin8 3 14'3 mn 311(1 took 3
Tufts University the previous ,,
,
38-29 lead at the half, sealSaturday, the domination the ^ we know we are Jng ^ dea, ^ a 18.6 ^
began on Tuesday when the
capable of playing. We d0Wn the stretch. Bates
Bobcats defeated the UMF have a big weekend, com- forced 33 UMF turnovers,
Beavers 84-58 at Alumni
jng up with Colby and which converted to 33
GwT1Un\, h th t i
Bowdoin,’ and look forBobcalPoinlsWith guard Heather Taylor
'
Jocelyn Sawyer led the
out for the week due to an
ward to meeting the Beavers w[th 18 points and
injured wrist, Bates used it s
challenge head on. 8 rebounds while first-year
deep bench, speed, and stifling
. Carla Flaherty Hannah Socoby added 11
defense to make up for the
points and five steals despite
loss.
the losing effort.
“We had a good week of
On Friday night, Bates
practice after (losing to) -'
defeated the Bantams of
Tufts,” Bates captain Carla
Trinity College in a decisive
Flaherty said. “We knew that we needed to start 25-point victory, 73-48.
playing basketball up to our potential, and
looked to each other and turned it on.”
$ee W.Hoops, p. 14

Gerrity Gives Bates Dramatic Win Over Trinity,
But Bobcats Fall to No. 8 Ranked Amherst
by LYNN WORTHY
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

Trinity came out of the gates fired up and
jumped on the Bobcats early. Their lead got up
to 15 points with just over five minutes left in
Many have described the college basketball the first half of play. With the score 35-20, the
season as one long roller coaster ride. The Bobcats finally started to wake up and pull
Bates men’s squad experithings back together. They shut
enced both the highs and - down Trinity and went into the
the lows this past weekend
^ ^ ^ that we ha!,fTdown
^ ^-32.
as they defeated Trinity on
,
.
, ...
I just challenged them to
Friday, 67-64, and then dldn t give up and 1 like defend," Reilly said. "I thought
fell victim to a strong
the fact that the guys that Trinity was playing harder
Amherst squad by a score
really Stuck together, than we were and we just
of 90-60 less then 24 We<rg 16_3 and in Q pQsi. thought we were going to win
hours later.
,.
. ,
c ,,
the game because we were playEntering this past weekl°n ° aVe °ne
e ing at home. I thought they outend’s play the Bobcats had
best teams — if not the played us and had more energy
won eight of their last nine best team — in the histo- for the first 15 minutes. I chalgames and had been a perry of Bates basketball.’ 'engeb them to step it up on the
feet 6-0 at Alumni
_ C()ach jQe RdU defensive end and we made a
Gymnasium.
great run at the end of the first
They were out to a 3-0
half."
Trinity guard John Halas led
start in the NESCAC (the
best of any Bates team in
the way for the Ban thorns in the
recent history). They were riding high coming first half with 10 points and four assists, while
into Friday night’s match up with the Banthoms
See M.Hoops, p. 14
of Trinity.

Men’s Track Destroys Competition
by AMY WEBB
SENIOR STAFF WRITER
The Bates College men’s track and field
team dominated the competition at the USM
Invitational in Gorham, Maine this weekend.
Bates finished with 222 points, followed by
Rhode Island College (70), Brandeis (64),
USM (63) and Umass-Dartmouth (60).
Bates won 11 of 17 events on the day, includ¬
ing two first place finishes from senior captain
Brian Luoma in the high jump and the triple
jump, and two firsts from rookie Adam
Macbeth in the long jump and the 55M hurdles.
Macbeth also took second in the 200M dash,
chipping in a total of 28 points for the team.
Every event in Saturday’s meet proved to be
exciting for the Bobcats. Competition began
with the characteristically strong 35-pound
weight throw, where captain Jesse Carney won
the event with a personal best of 56”7’, which
improved his already nationally qualifying per¬
formance. Bates throwers also finished second,
third, fifth and sixth out of the six scoring
places.
The other incredibly dominating perform¬
ance came in the one mile run.
Sophomore Joel Anderson won the event in
4:19, followed closely by sophomores Robbie

Gomez and Mike Downing in second and third,
captain Malcolm Gray in fourth and Nic
Hansen in sixth. One of the finest performanc¬
es in the mile came from Pat Wales-Dinan (Ira)
who recorded a personal best in the event.
Perhaps the most exciting event of the day
was the last event of the meet — the triple jump.
After all the running events concluded, the
triple jump ramped up with every athlete in the
field-house watching, cheering and clapping
energetically.
Brian Luoma came through with the best
triple jump performance of his life, finishing
with a mark of 45”1’, missing the national
qualifying mark by ten short inches. After that
leap, he seemed to jump farther and farther,
urged on by the encouraging cheers of his
teammates. He was awarded the honor baton
for his standout performance.
Dan Vannoni also had a stellar day, taking
fourth in the triple jump with a personal best
performance and seventh in the long jump.
Although the triple jump was unbelievably
exciting, the 800M run certainly did not disap¬
point the crowd on Saturday. The Bates men
put on an impressive show with sophomore
Andrius Staisunas and rookie John Bauer duel¬
ing for the last 400M of the race. Staisunas
took the race in the final meters, finishing the

half mile race in 1:55.33, with Bauer close
behind at 1:55.50. Malcolm Gray chipped in a
point for his sixth place finish in 2:01, and Pat
Wales-Dinan showed true grit by recording a
personal best in the 800M after running the
mile earlier in the day.
“It is rare in Div 3 for a team to have two ath¬
letes capable of running the 800M as fast as
John and Andrius,” said Assistant Coach Todd
Goewey. “We are lucky to have these two guys
who are able to train together, and push one
another to be better runners.?
At the shorter distance, key points were
added by Dan McGarvey, who finished fourth
in the 55M Dash and sixth in the 200M Dash.
Rich Blalock, the pride of Portsmouth High
School, finished sixth in the 55M Dash and
fifth in the 200M Dash. Adam Soule turned in
a noteworthy personal best in the 55M Hurdles,
finishing second to teammate Macbeth in 8.68
seconds.
“I think Adam has turned a comer this
week,” said Assistant Coach Hob Brooks. “We
worked for a while on his starts last week, and
hopefully he will begin to see his times drop
steadily as the season goes on.”
Matt Ondra won the pole vault with a leap of
13”8’, a new indoor personal best for him.
See M.Track, p. 14

Bears and Mules
Are All the Same
by LYNN WORTHY
SENIOR STAFF WRITER
Lewiston’s own Alumni Gymnasium will
be the site for a heated series of Maine men’s
round ball action this weekend. Colby comes
into town Friday night to take on the Bobcat
and Bowdoin will arrive Saturday to finish
out the CBB weekend.
The Bobcats are coming off of a tough
loss to Amherst this past Saturday and would
love to get things back on track by beating
up on their old friends from Waterville.
Bates is currently 16-3 (4-1 NESCAC)
and one of its three loses came at the hands
of the hated Mules, 63-55, earlier this season
in a non-conference matchup.Colby senior
forward Kevin Crosman led the way with 22
points, 12 rebounds and three assists. Bates
led 29-24 at the half, but turnovers hurt them
and ended up giving Colby the edge they
needed to come out on top.
Well, if there is one good thing about
Colby (and I know it is a stmggle to find
anything redeemable about Colby) it’s that
Bates plays two games against them every
See Weekend, p. 15

